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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an attempt to integrate contending cognitive approaches to modeling
wayfinding behavior. The primary goal is to create a plausible model for exploration tasks within
indoor environments. This conceptual model can be extended for practical applications in the
design, planning, and social sciences. Using empirical evidence a cognitive schema is designed
that accounts for perceptual and behavioral preferences in pedestrian navigation. Using this
created schema, as a guiding framework, the use of network analysis and space syntax act as a
computational methods to simulate human exploration wayfinding in unfamiliar indoor
environments. The conceptual model provided is then implemented in two ways. First of which
is by updating an existing agent-based modeling software directly. The second means of
deploying the model is using a spatial interaction model that distributed visual attraction and
movement permeability across a graph-representation of building floor plans.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Statement
Current models for simulating wayfinding behavior are done under fragmented
theoretical frameworks and over-simplified methodological approaches (Abbaszadegan and
Babapoor 2012; Afyouni et al. 2012; Torrens 2012, 2010; An 2012; Antonini et al. 2006; An et
al. 2005; Couclelis 1986). In this thesis, I attempt to present a plausible way to improve upon
past research efforts by using a theory of human wayfinding behavior to design a computational
model for simulating exploration wayfinding behavior within indoor space. Practical applications
will benefit from an understanding of movement patterns likely to occur within indoor
environments. The output of the model can be insightful to social scientists, urban planners,
architects, and engineers. Furthermore, environment-behavior studies can use such a model to
gain further insights into the use, meaning, and creation of experiential aspects of place.

1.2 Approach
This research follows an empirically validated approach in order to design a model that
can plausibly simulate human wayfinding in unknown indoor environments. The first part of this
paper presents an integrated theoretical framework for spatial cognition and geographic
knowledge. With this framework in place, evidence is gathered from a wide collection of
literature in order to isolate the essential variables that are at play during this kind of wayfinding
task and offer a methodology that uses both qualitative and quantitative approaches. The
methodology builds upon existing efforts, covered in Chapter 3, by adding parameters that
influence human navigation and fill gaps neglected by past models. The proposed model is
1

dynamic and takes into account the stochastic nature of human behavior and the subjective
nature of our mind’s view of the world.

1.3 Organization of this Thesis
In Chapter 2, I define wayfinding and describe how the word finds itself used in multiple
contexts with different meanings. After understanding wayfinding as both a concept and
behavior I introduce two major cognitive theories of geographic knowledge. I describe the
similarities and differences of these two epistemic perspectives for spatial cognition and consider
wayfinding as a behavior, in order to use a classification of geographic knowledge that provides
a formal taxonomy of wayfinding tasks. Once the wayfinding task of interest is identified, a
metaphor of the cognitive schema offers a means of integrating the two cognitive theories of
geographic knowledge in order to design a plausible model for wayfinding behavior.
Chapter 3 is a review of the factors influencing wayfinding behavior that will be the
variables and parameters of the model. In order to account for these influences, I review several
techniques that allow both cognitively ergonomic and computationally feasible stages of the
methodology. Finishing the chapter, I present several past efforts in modeling human movement
and tools available to conduct environment-behavior research. Two exemplary cases are given
from past models, one from each cognitive perspective reviewed in chapter 2.
Preparation, preprocessing, and data-management steps are presented in Chapter 4. First,
I outline the assumption-making process in the model design. I then describe the required
materials in order to implement the wayfinding movement model. In the following steps, two
graphs are created (a place graph and a visibility graph) that act as the primary data-structures
used in the model. How to create isovist fields, capture photographic images from a location
2

specific place, and how to compute visual saliency are also covered in Chapter 4. Along the way,
I review several other measures and protocols, which establish a precomputed visual information
framework, called an exosomatic visual architecture, which is used for implementing the model
of simulating human wayfinding.
The implementation of the exosomatic model is covered in Chapter 5. After reviewing
how an existing agent-based model for human movement, I present the new methods developed
for this thesis and describe how these will guide agents moving through space. The first means of
implementing the model is to update route selection preferences of existing agent based
modeling software. The second option in implementing the model is to use a spatial interaction
model that shows not only how a person can move through space, but also how they see their
environment.
I present the results of a hypothetical environment as produced from the model in Chapter
6. In the first section of the chapter, unaltered results of a current agent based model for natural
movement 1 are presented for the reader to compare against the model presented in this paper. I
then show, using hypothetical data, how the model can simulate ecological psychology theories
of direct perception and natural interaction that provides a potential movement pattern output
representative of wayfinding exploration. Both implementation strategies covered in chapter 5
are presented with corresponding results.

1

Natural movement is what (Turner and Penn 2007) defined as “transfer from vista to vista we
might call natural movement, as it requires no recognition of any object within it, but simply the
recognition that there is environment to move through” that is not navigation behavior
necessarily but can be thought of as the foundational behavior of wayfinding behavior.
3

In chapter 7, I present a theoretical framework that can be used in interpreting the results
of the proposed model. Using phenomenology and theories of place it is possible to use a model,
such as the one presented, that extends from simulating pedestrian movement flows within
architectural space into a way of understanding the creation of places from the basis of
experience. Under this perspective, the design of the model can be considered a form of “radical
empiricism” that offers a method for interpreting the meaning of spatial contexts as humans
might experience them as places. I make this postulation because the primary inputs of this
model are experiential and perceptual parameters that can allow strong inferences and arguments
to be made about the nature of space according to human existence, while providing replicable
methods for describing qualitative aspects of existing in space.
The final chapter of this thesis offers a review of the presented material with a brief
summary. I also explicitly note the contributions I make to both theoretical and methodological
procedures for the wayfinding-modeling domain within each chapter. To conclude, I also present
several improvements that could be made directly to the model, as well as future research
objectives.

4

2. BACKGROUND AND THEORIES OF KNOWLEDGE

2.1 Wayfinding to the Past
There have been many attempts to define the term “wayfinding”, with each author
including a set of assumptions and context-dependent variables as being parts of the concept of
wayfinding (J. M. Wiener et al. 2009). Throughout the past half-century, wayfinding, has
become an umbrella term used to describe the generalized behavior of humans navigating
through space (Golledge 1999a). Each work using the term drew upon different components of
spatial cognition and environment-behavior interactions (Darken and Peterson 2002). This has
prompted a need to define distinct components of wayfinding and philosophical approaches for
appropriately studying this particular spatial behavior as it pertains to geographers (Golledge
1997, 168). Like most human behavior (Tashakkori and Teddlie 2003, 4), wayfinding is a
complex and interrelated set of sub-tasks each with corresponding dependent mechanisms and
further operating sub-processes that have only been seriously studied as complex systems within
the past few years (Golledge 1999b, 47–49). It is true that a large body of research uses the
generic term of wayfinding and that all have generally followed topics regarding navigation
behavior (e.g., see Timpf 2002b; Timpf et al. 1992; Brosset et al. 2008; Hölscher et al. 2009).
Even before introduction of the term wayfinding to geography, psychologists had been
studying "spatial orientation" 2 since the 19th century (Arthur and Passini 1992a, 55). However,
most of this work has been conducted through numerous philosophical lenses (Montello 2002),
yet with a common goal of explaining the way people perceive, interact, and move in space (Car
2

Spatial orientation is having a sense of direction while moving around an environment (Darken
and Peterson 2002)
5

et al. 2001). Such diversity in perspective aides in creating an integrated framework for
conceptually operationalizing wayfinding (Bierlaire et al. 2003), but it also greatly adds to the
complexity of comparing results across different studies (Allen 1997).

2.1.1 History of Wayfinding as a Concept for Spatial Behavior
Kevin Lynch (1960), is most frequently cited as coining the term wayfinding in "The
Image of the City". For Lynch, wayfinding is a person’s ability to move naturally through an
urban landscape (Lynch 1960, 3). Although far from offering a sufficient definition for the act of
wayfinding, Lynch used the term to illustrate his approach to representing the concept of the city.
Wayfinding, in this context, is the way people interpret urban landscapes as an interrelated set of
images connected from one location to another. The thesis of "The Image of the City” centers on
the notion of designing a legible city according to the human experience (Scott 2002). A legible
city is one conducive to natural wayfinding activities because clear sequences of images
interconnect along networks of roads, paths, and locations. In other words, a legible city is one
that facilitates the navigation and movement of people throughout the urban network from its
observable characteristics. Similarly, Arthur and Passini (1992a) define wayfinding as spatial
problem solving under different environmental choice sets. As architects (ibid.), they examine
how people move through architectural space and gather information to “solve” the mazes of the
built environment. Their goal was to develop design principles for legibility that are conducive to
movement (termed “wayfinding design practices”). However, across the diverse use of the term
wayfinding – all generally follow a reference to navigation processes in human spatial behavior
that includes an act of understanding data from the environment and using this as information to
move between locations. Unfortunately, this superficial commonality does not account for the
6

many additional parameters that are intrinsic to information acquisition, choice, and correlation
in overt behavior. Nor does it capture the complexity of purpose, preferences, or other less
tangible aspects of the human condition that guide navigation behaviors (Allen et al. 1996).
As with most esoteric conceptual terms that develop within academic communities
(Boland and Tenkasi 1995; Cicourel 1970), colloquial definitions of wayfinding, are absent from
common lexical dictionary sources. The popular geospatial technology company ESRI offers a
glossary of geospatial terms as they relate to geographic information systems. This resource does
include wayfinding with several entries and their respective domains (wayfinding-GIS Dictionary
n.d.):
Wayfinding: See Also: locomotion, navigation
1. [geography] The mental activities engaged in by a person trying to
reach a destination, usually an unfamiliar one, in real or virtual
space. Wayfinding consists of acquiring information that is
relevant to choosing a route, or a segment of a route and of
evaluating that information in the course of travel so the route can
be changed as needed. Wayfinding is the cognitive component of
navigation.
2. [geography] The academic study of wayfinding behavior; also, the
scientific art of designing real or virtual environments to make
wayfinding easier.
3. [navigation] Long-distance, open-sea navigation without
instruments, as traditionally practiced by Pacific Islanders.
As indicated above, the term wayfinding references not only behaviors, design practices, and
processes of navigation, but also describes the clear cognitive relationship between the human
mind and the process of moving through space 3.

3

In this paper, the term wayfinding is used within certain limiting of people walking through
spatial contexts.
7

To add to the already complicated matter of deciphering a meaning for the term
wayfinding, one has to consider how the semantic relationship between the general term
wayfinding relates to other propositional statements like pedestrian navigation (Cicourel 1970;
Landau and Jackendoff 1993). Although the linguistic and social use of language is outside of
the scope of this paper, it is important to consider the multiplicity of meaning for just one term
(Brown and Duguid 1991), as I move into theories of knowledge within geography that can seem
otherwise disconnected to my goals (Cook and Brown 1999).

2.1.2 Wayfinding as Concept for Learning: Spatial Cognition
In addition to first using the term wayfinding, concepts introduced concurrently by
Lynch (1960) have become considered inherent factors in facilitating wayfinding behavior.
These can be summarized as: (1) perceptions and mental representations of space, (2) the
relational transaction between these mental states and the actual configuration of the
environment (conceptual verses objects) (Bitters 2005), (3) faculties available to perform natural
movement through a particular environment from both physiological capabilities as well as the
connectivity of the spaces being experienced (de Jesus 1994). .
In the next section, I focus on describing different approaches in defining what
constitutes geographic knowledge, as it pertains to wayfinding behavior; knowledge being the
known information represented in the mind from perception and mental representations of
objects in the world – i.e., number (1) from above. I then demonstrate how cognitive theories
attempt to represent both the nature of the knowledge used in wayfinding but also how the mind
learns, represents, and uses spatial knowledge; number (2) above. After clarifying “types” of
cognitive perspectives in geography, I offer a concise definition of the wayfinding behavior my
8

model simulates. By specifying a very particular kind of wayfinding task, under an integrated
theoretical approach from (1) and (2) above, one can establish a methodological approach to
simulating how people might wayfind in unique indoor-environments.

2.2 Mental Representations of Geographic Knowledge
Epistemological positions in human geography are a common points of divergence within
the scope of the discipline (Buang 1992). Paradigms of a particular discipline are often
characterized by shifting epistemologies and pivot around understanding what constitutes the
nature and essence of known information to scholars of a particular field (T. S. Kuhn 1996). It is
arguable that what constitutes knowledge, as it exists, is dependent on what research questions
are being asked (Barsalou et al. 2003). For example, it is reasonable to accept that planetary
physics, string theory, and the like do not fit into the application domains of geography and
therefore are not considered geographic knowledge (Mark and Frank 1995). This is not to say
that knowledge does not exist, or is not known, about the aforementioned theories, but instead
they are inherently differentiated by dealing with beliefs, justifications, and understandings of
what is true regarding a community of concepts applicable to the physicist rather than the
geographer (Austria et al. 1995). Framing the world by an epistemological perspective is
essentially what differentiates the notion of knowledge between traditional disciplines 4.
Geography has followed its own process of framing human existence as I live on the surface of
this planet (Gregory 1994, 1–26).

4

Framing in the social sciences refers to a set of concepts and theoretical perspectives on how
individuals, groups, and societies organize, perceive, and communicate about reality.
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To complicate the matter further, knowledge as it pertains to a geographer, comprises a
variety of different approaches that occur not just within human geography but span different
disciplines with social, psychological, and ecological theories coalesce (Kirsh and Maglio 1994).
These disparate philosophical perspectives, on what and how things exist or can be known,
require focus to be given on framing the world through an appropriate theory of knowledge
(Gaines and Shaw 1994) depending on the questions one is looking to answer.
It is also useful to point out the idea that just like most of the concepts mentioned in this
paper, the borders between where one epistemological perspective, disciplinary boundary,
concept category, or theory stops and another begins is inherently fuzzy (S. Gale 1972). Meaning
that the content, value, or boundaries of applications using a particular approach to representing
knowledge can vary considerably according to context or conditions, author and time that
scientific research occurs (Pipkin 1978). As information sciences progress, these blurry lines
become more clearly demarcated, or at the least relationships between them become more
meaningfully understood (Aguilar 2005).
Generally speaking however, a vague or “fuzzy” theory is not without meaning (Jiang
1998). Its meaning, or multiple meanings, becomes clearer only through further elaboration and
specification (T. Yang and Hillier 2007). By carefully choosing the concepts used in my efforts
and clarifying context in which I use them, the hope is to show it is possible to operationalize a
concept like wayfinding into research pursuits aimed at simulating specific kinds of spatial
behavior (De Marchi 2005).
For wayfinding, my interest starts by considering the nature of geographic knowledge as
it pertains to the information necessary for facilitating different kinds of wayfinding tasks (Allen
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1997). Intuitively this involves understanding how the mind gathers and categorizes information
from the external world and represents it internally, but also includes how this information
translates into overt behavior that can be observed by the scientist (R. M. Kitchin and Jacobson
1997). Learning theories developed from cognitive psychology (e.g., especially Piaget and
Inhelder 1997) and understanding the processes of perception (e.g., Cattell 1901) played a major
part in the efforts to apply cognitive perspectives to geographic knowledge in the middle of the
20th century (Downs et al. 1988; R. M. Kitchin et al. 1997a; Seamon 1982). While a cognitive
approach seems an appropriate standpoint for defining what is pertinent geographic knowledge,
there are also philosophical differences between theories of cognition that must be resolved in
order to move beyond current methodological and modeling limitations (M. Johnson 1990;
Kiefer and Pulvermüller 2012; Lakoff and Nuñez 2001).

2.2.1 Cognitive Theories of Geography
“'Cognition' and 'cognitive' are words that refer to conscious
thinking, including memory, reasoning, and perception.
’Perception' normally has a more narrow meaning, being used to
refer to mental sensations and processes that relate to the senses
and that occur in the direct presence of sensory stimuli” (Mark,
Freksa, et al. 1999)
Humans process complex and sometimes contradictory sensory data to extract
information and understanding these innate processes are at the root of most wayfinding
scholarship (Golledge 1999b). In order to approach such a complex process, researchers came to
understand that a cognitive model of geographic knowledge should focus on developing a
systematic approach to answering the question, “What things exist both in the mind and in the
world?”(Escobar 2007)
11

2.2.2 Classifying Geographic Knowledge from the Mind’s Eye
According to Mark (1999) there are three means of classifying geographic knowledge .
The first means is to create a formal ontology, which is a structure of categorizing concepts and
objects according to their relationships and domains (Escobar 2007). In other words geographers
tried to classify things in the world based on the kind of information that went into people’s mind
about them (Lloyd 1994). Some attempts to categorize geographic knowledge by kind can be
seen in Agarwal 2005, Feng and Bittner 2010, and L. Yang and Worboys 2011. This approach
has played a large role in the development of geospatial technologies and geographic information
systems (GIS) (Bitters 2005; Egenhofer and Hirtle 2004). The second means of classifying
geographic knowledge is on the basis of spatial scale or extent (e.g., Hegarty et al. 2006;
Marston 2000) in which space is divided into particular units such as manipulable space,
geographic space, and macro-level space (where the spatial extent is beyond human experience).
Hudson (1992) offers a concise example of scale as it affects the communication through
cartography; being a clear example of geographic knowledge representation for objects in the
world:
"Viewed comparatively, geography focuses on a small range of
scales. If all the kinds of scientific studies done at scales ranging
from the subatomic to the intergalactic are included, geography
occupies a narrow middle ground, because its subject matter is
focused on place-to-place relationships involving the human use of
the Earth…The purpose of either simplification or generalization is
to reduce the information shown on the map because of the
necessity to reduce scale; too much information on a small-scale
map results in excessive complexity, whereas too little information
on a large-scale map produces a map that is too empty."
Less relevant to wayfinding are scales of manipulable spaces (Mark and Frank 1995; Pederson
1993), which are small enough to be perceived by an individual all at once. For example, objects
12

that can occupy space contained by a tabletop. Additionally, very large spatial scales like
regions, states, or even large cities (Michael Batty 2011) are usually considered as being beyond
the capacity of a single person to comprehend entirely (R. Conroy-Dalton 2002). Rather it is at
the mid-scale levels that wayfinding is most applicable. This partition of geographic space is
sometimes called environmental space (Worboys 2001), which is experienced “part by part”
during interaction within an environment. Downs and Stea (2011) called these transperceptual
spaces that are 'assembled' in memory through spatial reasoning. The third method describe by
Mark is by the source(s) from which geographic knowledge comes (Mark, Freksa, et al. 1999).
This is typically done on the sensory level in which mediums like haptic (Montgomery 1885a,
1885b), visual (Cattell 1901), auditory (Koutsoklenis and Papadopoulos 2011a), olfactory
(Koutsoklenis and Papadopoulos 2011b), memory (Nori et al. 2009) and physical conditions
(Nori and Giusberti 2006) can all be factors to consider when partitioning geographic
knowledge. A review of different means of classifying spatial knowledge can be found in Figure
1.

13

Figure 1 Theories of Geographic Knowledge. Adapted from Hirtle (2011) 5
In this paper, I use a model of geographic knowledge empirically based from human
perception and cognition (Mark and Frank 1995) that incorporates aspects of knowledge
classification from all the techniques mentioned above (i.e., kind, scale, and source); but with the
added notion of being experienced and therefore observable. The difference in a contextual
5 references within the table include (Lynch 1960; Ittelson 1973; Kolars et al. 1974; Kuipers
1978; Siegel et al. 1979; Gärling and Golledge 1989; Zubin 1989; Montello 1993; S. M.
Freundschuh and Egenhofer 1997)

14

approach is that while some things might exist elsewhere in the world, they are not necessarily of
concern for certain behaviors or environments (Mark, B. Smith, et al. 1999). An endeavor
outside of a contextual approach would be an effort to define a formal ontology of geographic
knowledge for indoor spaces as they exist in every case and there are researchers interested in
pursuing just this goal6.
To further explain what the differences between the way in which I classify and use
information from the environment, as a cognitive perspective of knowledge, and as it relates to
the three classification techniques described by (Mark, Freksa, et al. 1999) (kind, scale, source),
a generalized overview can present the nature of relevant knowledge to the goals in the following
way. Since the interest is on indoor space, a spatial scale bounded by the walls of a building, I
am not concerned with the city-blocks, roads, neighborhoods, etc. that exists outside the bounds
of the built form scale (L. Yang and Worboys 2011). Furthermore, the objects or kinds of things
I am concerned about are only those that have been observed as influencing wayfinding behavior
(Hidayetoglu et al. 2012) and are specific (unique) to the environment in which we are interested
(Biehler and Simon 2011; Giudice et al. 2010; Taher and Cheverst 2011). Finally, the sources of
information are those that are available through the mediums found to be relevant to wayfinding
and navigation tasks (e.g., vision). These include aspects of familiarity or background knowledge
6

e.g., (ISA ’10: Proceedings of the 2nd ACM SIGSPATIAL International Workshop on Indoor
Spatial Awareness 2010, ISA ’11: Proceedings of the 3rd ACM SIGSPATIAL International
Workshop on Indoor Spatial Awareness 2011, ISA ’12: Proceedings of the 4th ACM
SIGSPATIAL International Workshop on Indoor Spatial Awareness 2012) international
conferences dedicated to indoor space, with a justification (Biehler and Simon 2011)and current
research program (Worboys 2011; Giudice et al. 2010) that has been recently funded by the
National Science Foundation (NSF Project: Information integration and human interaction for
indoor and outdoor spaces n.d.) in order to further explore Indoor-Outdoor space (IO-space)
ontologies
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(memory) (e.g., R. Cohen et al. 1979), affect (Srinivas n.d.; Dunning and Balcetis 2013), visual
access (senses) (e.g., Jiang 1998) and spatial configuration (Sailer and McCulloh 2012).
In most of the literature cited thus far, the process of spatial cognition operates on a
transactional relationship between filters of perception into the mind that are then later acted
upon by the body as observable behavior. I will call this the traditional spatial cognition
approach and in the next section will attempt to identify some issues regarding this perspective
for modeling spatial behavior in light of contending spatial cognition theories.

2.3 Conceptual Spaces
The "Theory of Conceptual Spaces" is an attempt to provide a practical tool for concept
representation proposed by Peter Gärdenfors (2004). It is a theoretical heritage that comes from
notions of identifying qualitative similarity and prototype theory (e.g., prototyping within
geography see (Lundberg 1984) and (Lloyd 1994)). Using geometric groupings, conceptual
spaces are multi-dimensional feature spaces where points denote objects and concepts. Lines
represent links and associations between concepts and objects and between each respective plane
of existence (concept plane and object plane). Circular regions indicate domains that can be
applications, quality attributes, or larger ideas like theories of knowledge. These regions consists
of quality dimensions, which “…denote basic features in which concepts and objects can be
compared, as such as weight, color, taste and so on.” (Gärdenfors 2004, 10) Among the many
benefits to this visual representation of concepts, Adams and Raubal (2009) formalized an
algebraic system for conceptual spaces opening its application to larger theoretical inquiries.
However, I am primarily concerned with using this representation technique as an aide to
demonstrate the difference between cognitive perspectives in wayfinding studies.
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Geometric representations of epistemological perspectives act as a tool to better represent
the formation of relationships between concepts, domains, and objects as they exist in a
particular paradigm of thought (Gärdenfors 2004, 8). Issues with appropriately explaining
concepts are difficult to discuss due to the fuzziness of concepts and lines of thinking within a
particular approach (Levinson 2003). Furthermore, time in this case plays much less of a
differentiating role between cognitive perspectives, as several theoretical perspectives are
occurring concurrently with minimal difference in their terminology; meaning the words used to
describe the geographic world and spatial behaviors like wayfinding are the same. Saying this
another way, these cognitive theories are actively employed in contemporary methodological
approaches and modeling design practices making it even more difficult to determine what sort
of theoretical perspective an author subscribed to because of similar terminology.
Using conceptual spaces for wayfinding, a domain can encompass many different
concepts (cognitive processes like perception, memory, and learning) and objects (landmarks,
colors, configurations etc.), that are specific to only a particular type of wayfinding task (Dodge
et al. 2008). Some of these concepts and objects may co-occupy other domains of spatial
behavior (like driving to a new town) but are not necessarily within the domain of another form
of human spatial behavior (like choosing which route to take to a known shopping center or the
way to work). This means the role of perception through vision, smell, etc. are not necessarily
the same from one form of spatial behavior to another, but their localized functions inside
architectural space and towards a particular task at hand can be understood hierarchically as
means of perception (Pallasmaa 2012, 56).
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A point to make about conceptual spaces as means of describing relationships in a
particular theory of knowledge is that they are cyclically reducible. In other words, depending on
the scale or perspective taken by epistemologies of the social sciences (the individual, the group,
to the societies) conceptual spaces can contain an infinite number of sub- and super- structural
conceptual spaces. Concepts within a concept and hierarchal definitions describing their
interrelations are much more difficult to establish, but are not of concern for the purpose of this
paper. This facilitates a justification for not taking into account things like culture, economic and
social status, etc. rather focusing on an individual existing in the world absent of these factors.

2.3.1 Apples to Oranges: Spatial Concepts and Cognitive Theory
Using a simple example with conceptual space representations, I can pick two wellknown conceptual categories (fruits and vegetables) and their relationship between two different
domains (colors: red, orange, and yellow). Their relationship between the object plane (as they
exist in reality) and the concept plane (as they exist in the mind) can be graphically shown with
just a handful of objects connecting to a concept and sharing coincided domains (fruits: orange,
banana, apple; vegetables: carrot, corn, and tomato).
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Figure 2 Fruits and Vegetables in a Concept Space
In this conceptual space, it is possible to see the links between the concept points of fruits
and vegetables as they occur in different color domains (all the kinds of fruits and vegetables that
are the color x). Also the edges connecting the concept place (top) and to the object plane
(bottom) demonstrate the links between objects as they occur in logical associations (an apple is
a fruit and can be red or yellow) that can also be "weighted" by perceptual filters (e.g., red-green
colorblind, hungry, preference for fruit, never have seen a vegetable). Interesting cases like the
apple demonstrate when objects can occupy two domains and are the same conceptual thing.
This kind of duplicity in the color domain of an apple does not necessarily alter the concept of an
object apple as a fruit, but rather blends the color domains these concepts occupy (i.e., fuzzy). In
addition to this occupation of domains, cases like the tomato, where it is possible and
commonplace to think of it as categorized conceptually as a fruit or vegetable (Hage and
Pfordten 2009, 28), pose interesting dilemmas for determining the features that are relevant to
wayfinding. This fuzziness, as with the conflicted conceptual identity of the tomato, is also a
very common process within the mind, cognitive processes, and is exacerbated by the "filters" of
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perception. Modeling this fuzziness makes designing computation models, even for the most
simple human behaviors, a rather difficult task (De Marchi 2005).
Another issue is the separation between the subjective (concept plane) and objective
(object plane) that is further exaggerated by a dualism between the mind and body (the
separation is represented by the distance between the two planes). The length of the links
between concept points and object points illustrates the emphasis of filtering or cognitive biasing
processes that occur during observations from the senses, modulation of perception, and
preference regarding behavioral choices. These certainly exists and are applicable to a variety of
human behaviors and decision making processes (e.g., Koseoglu and Onder 2011). However, by
looking at a very specific behavior and drilling down to the essential inputs and factors that occur
within specified contexts it is plausible to model or account for the interactions that occur
between the world and the mind that produce behavior within a plausible model based on spatial
cognition theories for geographic knowledge (Yasenovskiy and Hodgson 2007).

2.3.2 Conceptual Spaces of Cognitive Theories
As already mentioned, one of the cognitive perspectives of geographic knowledge is the
traditional spatial cognition approach; another is the embodied cognition approach. The
traditional approach emphasizes the role preferences and filters mediate reality, which act as an
interference between overt behaviors. Embodied and situated cognition theories argue for direct
relationships between objects, as they exist in the world, and processes of the mind that act as
casual mechanism of behavior within an environment. In other words, I account for the fuzziness
in so much as it is necessary for plausibly simulating a specific human behavior with the
embodied cognition approach given empirical findings of traditional spatial cognition research.
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This means I use perceptual filers and cognitive preferences only as they affect a specific task of
wayfinding under unfamiliar indoor contexts. As Fahrenfort and Lamme (2012) note on the use
of these perceptual, cognitive, and behavioral correlations for simulating human consciousness:
“Such mechanisms should be able to integrate contextual information across the visual field,
making inferences about its input while resolving perceptual ambiguity.” While far from being
deterministic and equally differentiated from total subjectivity, the contextual approach as an
integrating theory of mind, uses empirical evidence and features within the world as primary
considerations that are acted upon according to representative preferences and connections
between concepts and objects (J. R. Anderson et al. 2004; Clark 1998; Hafner 2000).
To expand the usefulness of knowledge representation Davis et al. (1993) give the following
five justifications on why consideration of knowledge representation should be discussed:
•

•
•

•

•

A knowledge representation (KR) is most fundamentally a
surrogate, a substitute for the thing itself, used to enable an entity
to determine consequences by thinking rather than acting, i.e., by
reasoning about the world rather than taking action in it.
It is a set of ontological commitments, i.e., an answer to the
question: In what terms should I think about the world?
It is a fragmentary theory of intelligent reasoning, expressed in
terms of three components: (i) the representation's fundamental
conception of intelligent reasoning; (ii) the set of inferences the
representation sanctions; and (iii) the set of inferences it
recommends.
It is a medium for pragmatically efficient computation, i.e., the
computational environment in which thinking is accomplished.
One contribution to this pragmatic efficiency is supplied by the
guidance a representation provides for organizing information so
as to facilitate making the recommended inferences.
It is a medium of human expression, i.e., a language in which we
say things about the world.
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Furthermore, Davis et al. (1993) looked at the roles knowledge representation played for
disciplines as a whole through acknowledging their diversity as useful consequences for
particular research pursuits:
“For research, this view provides one direct answer to a question of
fundamental significance in the field. It also suggests adopting a
broad perspective on what's important about a representation, and
it makes the case that one significant part of the representation
endeavor--capturing and representing the richness of the natural
world--is receiving insufficient attention. We believe this view can
also improve practice by reminding practitioners about the
inspirations that are the important sources of power for a variety of
representations.”
Using conceptual spaces as a means of graphically demonstrating the differences they imply to
geographic knowledge and spatial behavior like wayfinding are the crux of a computational
model’s design. Without establishing such a coherent theoretical framework ad-hoc and
fragmented perspectives would greatly limit the usefulness of such a model designed without
such backing (Dennett 1986). Additionally, dealing with topics of such philosophical doctrines
like the mind, body, knowledge, consciousness and cognition would allow for weak arguments in
methodological approaches in followed within a discipline, theoretical perspective, or research
program (Dennett 2001, 1991a, 1991b).

2.4 Traditional Approach in Spatial Cognition Research
Even with the adaptation cognitive theories and environmental perception, the “cognitive
approach” born out of behavioral geography from the 1960’s through the 1980’s is in large part
based around a definite separation between the external world and the mind. In terms of
knowledge acquisition, Norman (2004) called this division “knowledge in the mind” and
“knowledge in the world”, which is to say they are not necessarily the same. Subjectivity and
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perceptual filters of attitudes, emotions, preferences, and stimulus magnitude (frequency and
impact) were seen as very unique factors to people, groups, and cultures (Nori et al. 2009).
Furthermore, the mind under the traditional approach generally accepted a Cartesian dualism
between the mind and body (O’Sullivan and Haklay 2000). The mind-problem, as it is
commonly termed, has been a reoccurring doctrine about human perceptual interaction with
reality (M. Johnson 1990). Early theories in the discipline of psychology, with reference to
perceptions of space, were developed by the pragmatic approach of William James (1879; 1887c,
1887b, 1887a, 1887d) are exemplary critiques on these metaphysical problems.
Since the 1970’s focus has been given to the subjective reality of preferences and innate
cognitive bias’ within spatial cognition research. This is perhaps due to a stigma left over by the
quantitative revolution and accusations of behaviorism (Bunting and Guelke 2005).
Characteristic of the quantitative revolution, was an epistemic perspective of logical positivism
that searched for a spatial science in human geography (Burton 2008). It can be argued that the
bulk of the research from the quantitative revolution argued for universal spatial relationships, or
laws, that would establish uncontestable causal links to human behavior (Bunge 1966; Kasperson
1971; Johnston 1980, 2006). In other words, human behavior was considered to be dictated by
rational choices and geometric relationships (Golledge 2008). In addition to the theoretical
pitfalls, the methodologies of the time were often unaltered mathematical models from the
natural sciences and trustingly applied to social science research questions (Marshall 2006).
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Figure 3 Perceptual Filters in the Traditional Spatial Cognition Approach
Behavioral geography, in an attempt to address the apparent shortcomings within this
paradigm, took an “individual” or disaggregated approach to human geography (Golledge 1997).
While there are plenty of blurry, or fuzzy, boundaries separating the theoretical approaches
within human geography (S. Gale 1972) some claim that behavioral geographers merely carried
on the positivism tradition (Couclelis and Golledge 1983). Another concentrated effort by
behavioral geographers searched for common ground between aspects of the positivist tradition
in prior years by using the theories and developments occurring in psychology (R. M. Kitchin
and Jacobson 1997). The goal was to design their "own" (spatially integrated social science)
theoretical perspective in explaining the relationships between individuals and their environment
(Couclelis and Golledge 1983). Justification on why psychological theories were relevant to
geographers was apparently a hard sell early on according to a number of sources (e.g., Bondi
2005; Robert M. Kitchin et al. 1997; Bock 1999). However, it was soon apparent that a clear
connection between cognitive approaches and the man-environment interaction tradition existed
(Pattison 1964). The man-environment interaction tradition had already been widely accepted
within the discipline of human geography (Grossman 1977).
International research clusters have risen around the topic of spatial cognition over the
years that perpetuated the subjective approach and “behavioral geography” has undergone a
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nomenclature change because of the influence of these efforts 7. The most notable project started
in Germany around 1998 by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, which has been the largest
dedicated effort to studying spatial cognition and supports over 15 interdisciplinary research
programs at more than 13 institutions (SFB/TR 8 Projects | SFB/TR 8 Spatial Cognition n.d.).
According to the SFB/TR 8 Spatial Cognition mission statement:
"Spatial Cognition is concerned with the acquisition, organization,
utilization, and revision of knowledge about spatial environments,
be it real or abstract, human or machine. Research issues range
from the investigation of human spatial cognition to mobile robot
navigation." (SFB/TR 8 Projects | SFB/TR 8 Spatial Cognition
n.d.)
The SFB/TR 8 Spatial Cognition research program investigates the cognitive foundations for
human-centered spatial assistance systems. The magnitude of this project, which is evident in the
identifiable theoretical impact, can be demonstrated with a short review of the structure of the
initiative. The SFB/TR 8 Spatial Cognition comprises of several projects that are structured into
the three research areas (1) reasoning, (2) action, and (3) interaction. Reasoning projects are
concerned with internal and external representations of space and with inference processes using
these representations. Action projects are concerned with the acquisition of information from
spatial environments and with actions in these environments. Interaction projects are concerned
with communication about space by means of language and maps. A keystone topic to the body
of research produced throughout the "cognitive revolution" and the SFB/TR 8 Spatial Cognition
has been wayfinding behavior.

7

At the turn of the 21st century, the American Association of Geographers specialty group
changed its name from “Behavioral Geography” to “Environmental Perception and Spatial
Cognition”.
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2.5 Embodied and Situated Approaches in Spatial Cognition Research

Figure 4 Direct Perception of Embodied Cognition Approach
Embodied cognition theories are hardly a unified approach to human cognition. Wilson
(2002) classifies at least six different views of embodiment. Butcher (2012) even notes how
embodied cognition for spatial behavior scholarship is fundamentally different depending on the
processes in question and fails to follow through with any solid philosophical canon. For the
purpose of this paper, however, I follow the definition given by Tversky (1998) with embodied
cognition described as:
“…cognition is situated by facts about our bodies and the world
they inhabit. Bodies and the world have properties that afford,
enable, and constrain perception and action. These affordances,
enabling’s, and constraints have enduring, biasing effects on
cognition."
While there are different approaches to embodied cognition, most of those relevant to
these research efforts are bound to the ecological psychology theories of J.J. Gibson (1977).
Gibson's theory was formulated primarily in order to overturn prior perspectives laden with
subjective and objective knowledge (Jenkins 2008a). His intentions were to replace this
epistemological and metaphysical disparity with one that understood behavior in terms of an
agent and its environment as being conjoined by a set of affordances; so the agent perceives the
contents of the environment directly and uses the affordances within it to guide its action without
reference to superior representational models (Greeno 1994). Affordances are how inherent
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“values” and “meanings” of things in the environment that can be understood and is information
linked to possible actions (behaviors) a particular organism is capable of performing (Norman
2004). The Gibsonian approach stressed the importance of the environment, in particular, the
(direct) perception of affordances (Gibson 1978). This was the linchpin of the mind-body
problem, according to Gibson who followed a discernible Heideggerian perspective of being in
space (Zahorik and Jenison 1998), with the explicit belief of affordances as being directly
experienced by embodied agents situated within their environments. In addition, these theories
have played a huge role in human-computer interaction studies, as they provide a pragmatic
approach from the integration of computational methods (Jenkins 2008b).
Gibson’s work on affordances was often blended with his research on visual perception
under natural conditions (Gibson 1986); conditions I assume are indicative of unaided
wayfinding in certain contexts. Gibson (1978) states:
“When no constraints are put on the visual system, we look
around, walk up to something interesting and move around it so as
to see it from all sides, and go from one vista to another. That is
natural vision...” p. 1
Natural vision is the precursor of natural movement according to Gibson's ecological
theory of perception. In an earlier work (Gibson 1954) commented on visual perception of
motion and movement through ways in which perceptions of motion and movement have to be
understood relationally. Using physics as the example Gibson states, "Just as a motion for the
physicist can be specified only in relation to a chosen coordinate system, so is a phenomenal
motion relative to a phenomena framework" (Gibson 1954). Essentially, it is these postulations
offered by the ecological approach, which are directing the approach to cognitive theories for
studying wayfinding behavior by introducing two tangible changes from the traditional spatial
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cognition approach. The first of these deals with the notion of “created” information through the
cognitive process of humans (Habel and Eschenbach 1997), not necessarily being the case under
conditions of natural movement. This means that the information from the world (objects) can be
directly understood and are unchanged in the mind (concept) (Dennett 1982). Second is action
based on direct perception, which allows research to consider a causal role of observable
information almost entirely external from subsuming frameworks like culture, gender, emotions,
familiarity, preferences, or bias in perception (H.-H. Chang 2012; Pile 2010; Schartau et al.
2009; Francisco 2007; Baskaya 2004; Klatzky et al. 1998; Mitchell 1995; Pile 1993).
Direct perception is perhaps best understood as “ask[ing] not what’s inside your head, but
what your head’s inside of” (Mace 1977) and is intrinsic to developing this approach to modeling
human movement. In an embodied view, notions of subjective and objective reality no longer
exist (Keehner et al. 2008). “Gibson’s theory does away with the separation of phenomenal and
physical domains, and hence the need for mental representation postulation.” (Zahorik and
Jenison 1998). “Direct perception is tied to one’s successfully supported action in the
environment, this environment being either virtual or real…” (Montello et al. 2004). A coupling
between perception and action provides the schema to follow for modeling exploration
wayfinding (Ishikawa and Montello 2006). This opposes the rationalist (traditional spatial
cognition) approach and learning theories of spatial behavior in the following ways:
1. Characterizes the situation in terms of external identifiable objects with well-defined
properties. (e.g., visual saliency and spatial configuration)
2. Finds general rules that apply to situations in terms of those objects and properties. (e.g.,
following longest line of sight and route choice based from gaze behavior, integrated
spaces being heavy traffic areas)
3. Applies the rules logically to the situation of concern, drawing conclusions about what
should be done. (e.g., modeling approach using direct visual perception with content
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available from the environment to weight the configurationally properties of a spatial
layout)
Wayfinding in unfamiliar environments is typically performed from information available
through vision in those capable of sight (Golledge et al. 1996; R. M. Kitchin et al. 1997b).
Similar properties have emerged between the nature of information as it is seen by humans and
its ties to overt behavior (Keehner et al. 2008). These include qualities of an environment with
properties like visual saliency, lines of sight, landmarks, as well as less-tangible aspects like
semantic meaning (e.g., reading signage, artwork) , lighting ambiance and emotional responses
to environmental conditions (Hidayetoglu et al. 2012; Xiaodi Hou et al. 2012; Bidwell and
Browning 2010; Choi et al. 2006; Fabrikant and Buttenfield 2001; Dogu and Erkip 2000; Hirtle
and Mascolo 1986; Isen and Daubman 1984).

2.6 Taxonomy of Wayfinding Tasks
Given the fuzziness in concepts, objects, and behaviors and the loss of fidelity by
abstracting, what constitutes an able-bodied individual (Khanan et al. 2012; Zacharias et al.
2008; Barsalou and Barsalou 2003; Lawton et al. 1996; Timpf et al. 1992; Sayer 1982), it is
necessary to define wayfinding at a level of specification where I can identify integral parts of
the perception, interpretation, and behavior process (Timpf et al. 1992). These types of
wayfinding tasks are diverse and dynamic. An effective means of classifying these tasks are a
taxonomy for wayfinding based on a definition of geographic knowledge first given by (Allen
1999), then expanded by Wiener (2009) and then again added to by Frank (2009)
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Figure 5 Taxonomy of Wayfinding Tasks. Adapted from Weiner et al. (2009)
Weiner et al. (2009) starts grouping wayfinding tasks as a sub-process of navigation
following the position of Montello (1998), where navigation entails two primary components:
locomotion and wayﬁnding. All these behaviors are in reference to navigating environmental
space as mentioned in the previous section 2.2. Weiner et al.(2009) also distinguish the
difference between aided and unaided wayfinding with the latter being the focus of this paper.
Unaided wayﬁnding is subdivided with respect to a wayfinding agent’s goal as being directed or
undirected. Directed is goal oriented, where a person is searching for a destinations by a process
of reasoning paths from one point to another. Wayfinding, without specific destinations or
locations as goals, is called undirected and has two subclasses as well that include exploration or
roaming and cruising or pleasure walking. The former is a process of learning the current spatial
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environment an agent is in, while the latter is a leisure activity where moving through space is
not necessarily concerned with information learning or purposeful behavior. Therefore, the
proposed methodology focuses on wayfinding for exploration purposes.
Exploring a space is a gradual process of perception and learning knowledge through
naïve experience and is not impacted directly by previous information (R. Hung 2010; Foreman
et al. 2005; Rainville et al. 2005; Kuipers et al. 2003; N. Gale et al. 1990). Where semantic
meaning plays a role in most spatial learning (Hecht and Raubal 2008; W. Kuhn et al. 2007;
Bolte and Goschke 2005; W. Kuhn 2002; Kuipers 2000), be it about the context or factors
outside of the immediately available environment, exploration can be considered as naturally
roaming a place without superstructure beliefs like culture or personal background guiding
normative behavior in unfamiliar contexts (Haun et al. 2011; Henrich and Boyd 2002; S. Hanson
1999). Rather, in cases such as exploration it seems that information consumption is the primary
force of behavior – meaning movements through an environment flow from areas of low
information to high information (Allen and K. C. Kirasic 2003). The relevant spatial knowledge
in the case of wayfinding exploration is survey knowledge: information about the area (i.e.,
spatial relationships between locations, landmarks, or routes; (Siegel et al. 1979). Two other
distinctions of spatial knowledge are described by Weiner et.al. (2009) as knowledge about
destinations (e.g., a landmark, referred to as destination knowledge) and knowledge about a
sequence of points (i.e., a path to a destination, referred to as route knowledge)(Golledge et al.
1995).
Purposely excluded from Wiener et.al.(2009) is the exact format of the essential
information that is required by each process of wayfinding. However, without a means to classify
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the different kinds of wayfinding behavior, I could focus on information that may be irrelevant to
the process I am simulating. In order to address the issue of knowing what elements should be
considered in a cognitive perspective of knowledge for wayfinding behavior, I offer a cognitive
schema that will act as a hierarchal framework for the assumptions in my model design.

2.7 Metaphors to Move By
Metaphors are another great resource in order to explain fuzzy and abstract concepts that
are common throughout the humanities and sciences (Baake 2003; Timpf 2002a; Hirtle 1998). In
this section, I will tie this theoretical framework together by using the fulcrum of a metaphor to
balance aspects of each cognitive approach described in the previous sections. To do so I will
briefly introduce a few of the other metaphors that have been used in spatial cognition research.
In “Cognitive Map in Rats and Men”, Tolman (1948) described how his “Berkeley rats”
seemed to learn a maze after repeated trials of directed wayfinding tests. Tolman (1948) noticed
the navigation performance in his laboratory trials improved over time by using what he
interpreted as information remembered from survey knowledge. The information these rats made
their route choices (route knowledge) from, was described by a metaphor of the “cognitive map”.
A mental map 8, is a sort of representative image of the spatial context previously experienced by
the rat and has affected a whole field of spatial cognition research (Kuipers 1983). There are
earlier accounts dealing with mental images of space and philosophical doctrines (e.g., Bentley
1902) but the “scientific” approach used by Tolman (1948) became very popular among
behavioral geographers in the 1960s (Montello 2002). Soon mental maps were vital to mention
8

Mental maps are another common term for cognitive maps as used in (Hannes et al. 2012,
2009; Saarinen 1987)
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when speaking about the process of learning and behaving within one’s environment and thus a
stable term in human geography about research on human spatial behavior (R. M. Kitchin and S.
Freundschuh 2000; Kuipers 1983; Boyle and Robinson 1979).
As is the conservative nature of science, change and progress gradually come to the
metaphors used by scientists in describing the world as they know it (Baake 2003, 3). Unable to
find a universal word that captures a universal concept, spatial cognition scientists found
conditions where the cognitive map metaphor failed them in describing spatial knowledge
acquisition processes (S. M. Freundschuh and R. Kitchin 1999). This change of rhetoric revised
the cognitive map metaphor into a sort of cognitive schemata (Frank and Raubal 1999).
Empirical results from studying the nature of transperceptual spaces in geographic knowledge
(Downs and Stea 2011) and an increased understanding of similarities between the objects in the
world and mental representations are what ultimately led to revisions on the cognitive map
metaphor (Downs 2005). Collages (Tversky 1993), arrays (Easton and Sholl 1995), atlas (Hirtle
1998), and many more kinds of metaphoric representation model for cognitive spatial knowledge
have been suggested over past years that have tried to capture the true nature of how the mind
acquires, stores, and uses spatial knowledge (R. M. Kitchin and S. Freundschuh 2000). For
example, Johnson (1990) states that the nature of mental activities like perception and cognition
are heavily influenced by a cognitive-schemata. He defines this schema as consisting of:
" …a small number of parts and relations, by virtue of which it can
structure indefinitely many perceptions, images, and events. In
sum, image-schemata operate at a level of mental organization
that falls between abstract propositional structure, on the one side,
and particular concrete images on the other." (M. Johnson 1990,
298)
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Again pointing out the principle difference between the traditional spatial cognition
approach and the embodied cognition perspectives is to be on either side of the mind-body
problem; with the former arguing dualism and the later positioning itself with monism 9.
Traditional cognitive theories argue that the categories within these cognitive schemata are not
necessarily "objective" (Hölscher and Brösamle 2007). In this case, perception and cognition do
not always involve "direct" interaction with the world, but are linked to subjective filters that
first alter direct perception in order to produce behavior. It can be described as a process of
“decoding” - from the world, “interpreting” -in the mind, and “encoding” - to behavior. Filters
also can be extremely varied to include factors like preferences, gender (Robert M. Kitchin
1996), culture (Aiello and Thompson 1980), and affect (Isen and Daubman 1984). While this is
true to a variety of behaviors, like choosing which store to shop at (Dogu and Erkip 2000), what
route to take home(Brunyé et al. 2010), or even in the experience of places and familiarity of the
environment (Lovelace et al. 1999) it is not necessarily the case for exploration wayfinding. It is
also true that a variety of the wayfinding tasks identified in Figure 5 above, operate on this fuzzy
schemata built with different geographic knowledge representations and operate on different
“encoding”, “interpreting”, and “decoding” processes.
On the extreme end of the spectrum embodied perspectives claim direct and
unadulterated perception - from the world to the mind and body (Butcher 2012). In other words,
decoding the information from the world is unnecessary and can be understood in terms of direct
perception of affordances in a particular environment. In reality, human behavior is likely a
9

Cartesian Dualism is the metaphysical philosophy that the mind and reality are subjectively
separated by the senses called the mind-body problem. Monism is the rejection of dualism and
supports the notion of the mind and body being able to directly perceive and know the world.
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combination of both, where some if not most are susceptible to these filters while others are
results of direct perception and accurate assessment of affordances (Turner and Penn 2007).
Natural movement, or exploration wayfinding, appears to be a form of behavior that can be
understood with Gibsonian affordances as directly creating cognitive schema categories crafted
by direct perception and "objective" information. I say "objective" because the tenets of
Gibsonian theories (Mace 1977) and in the assumptions guiding this model, follow an epistemic
pragmatism theory of truth (Bohman 2002) that states objective and universal truths are
irrelevant and only contextually truths exist. Quantifiable data can be used in computational
techniques to replicate direct perception information and plausibly simulate the information used
by an exploring wayfinder as it becomes available in the world (Pezzulo et al. 2013; Sun 2008,
2005; Kuipers et al. 2003; Couclelis 1998; T. R. Smith et al. 1982). To account for some of the
filters that still may be at work in this process of cognition and spatial behavior, I integrate
measures of saliency and environmental configuration in order to plausibly model exploration
wayfinding.
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3. WAYFINDING FACTORS AND PAST MODELS OF SPATIAL BEHAVIOR

3.1 Landmark Saliency and Visual Perception
Key to almost all wayfinding tasks is the role landmarks play in the cognitive processes
of perceiving space and influencing route choice (Vinson 1999; Asano et al. 2010; Miller and
Carlson 2011; C.-T. Lin et al. 2012). Even since Lynch’s The Image of the City (1960),
landmarks were looked at as intuitive acquisitions by the mind, to form what is now defined as
survey knowledge used in exploration wayfinding (Allen and Golledge 2007). These features in
the environment are definable physical objects that “grab” our attention (Presson and Montello
1988). Landmarks have been studied according to many different approaches including:
(Committeri et al. 2004), by people’s physical abilities (source) (Courbois et al. 2013), their
location (Bullens et al. 2010), gender (C.-T. Lin et al. 2012; Allen 2000), children (Learmonth et
al. 2001), and in virtual(Peters et al. 2010), built- (Norgate and Ormerod 2011), and naturalenvironments (scale) (Kettunen et al. 2013). Most of the consideration is given to the part
landmarks play in cognitive map formation (Lew 2011), or spatial knowledge acquisition (Allen
and K. C. Kirasic 2003), and as aides in navigation tasks; including both indoor (Frankenstein et
al. 2012) and outdoor (L. Yang and Worboys 2011) spaces. Consequently, general usage of the
term "landmark" faces the same conceptual fuzziness and classification issues as “wayfinding”,
discussed in Chapter 2.
There are efforts to design similar taxonomic systems for landmarks that follow section
2.6. These use characteristics intrinsic to the concept of landmarks as they stimulate human
senses (source) like their morphology (scale), color, and position (Hidayetoglu et al. 2012; Bertel
2010; Klippel and Winter 2005). There are also arguments that landmarks can be very
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experiential (kind), as in ambiances or feeling that occur within certain places (e.g., Kettunen et
al. 2013 looks at season changes and landmark selection). Furthermore, landmarks are perhaps
the most subjective aspect of our cognitive schemata formation since they can be anything from
skyscrapers (Lynch 1960), signs(Arthur 2002), artwork (Turner 2007b), feelings, or events(Penn
and Turner 2003; Semin and E. R. Smith 2008). However, I will focus on physical objects that
have spatial dimensions, visual qualities, as well as occupying specific locations within a point of
indoor space. I am not arguing against cases where a landmark could be an event that occurs
within the building (e.g., locked door, lighting ambiance, or ritual process) (Hidayetoglu et al.
2012), but these processes would be unknown beforehand under the assumptions of my model
design (unaided-undirected-unfamiliar-exploration). If my model were to account for directed
wayfinding tasks the process would be much more complicated for the model design (Eagle and
Pentland 2006; Royce 1881; David O’Sullivan and Mordechai Haklay 2000; M. D. McDaniel
2010; Bonabeau 2002).
Attempts to classify landmarks by kind, scale, or source soon allowed scholars to
consider what unique properties exist between the different objects that would allow them to be
linked to the concept of a landmark (prototype). The operationalized concept of landmarks
pertains to spatial knowledge formation. Sorrows and Hirtle (1999) offer possibly the most cited
classification of landmarks in terms of visual, cognitive, and structural properties. They use
saliency as a quality dimension for landmarks that both groups and separates them conceptually
by their role in human spatial cognition. According to Sorrows and Hirtle (ibid.), a landmark
may be any element in an environment that is external to the observer and serves to define the
location of other objects or locations. These are classified further from the following qualities:
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1. A visual landmark is an object that is a landmark primarily because of
its visual characteristics.
2. A cognitive landmark is one in which the meaning stands out. A
feature or object may be a cognitive landmark because it has typical
meaning, or because it is atypical, in the environment.
3. A structural landmark is one whose importance comes from its role or
location in the structure of the space. This class of landmarks may be
highly accessible, and may have a prominent location in the
environment.
Sorrows and Hirtle (1999) included in their original article a methodology for calculating
structural saliency of landmarks that followed original notions introduced in “The Image of the
City” (Lynch 1960). However, Sorrows and Hirtle (1999) used applied quantitative techniques
through network measures like in-degree values on directed graphs 10 to calculate structural
saliency for landmarks.
Raubal and Winter (2002) extend this framework by adding a formal model of landmark
saliency, which includes measures for attractiveness or means of measuring this "grab" quality
thought to be inherent to landmarks. Their first step was to further break down the visual
landmark category of (Sorrows and Hirtle 1999) and form a measure of attractiveness according
to quantifiable properties of the object that included: façade area, shape, color, and visibility.
Façade area is just the visible surface area available at a primary observation point. Shape is a
measure of irregularity relative to other objects in the environment (e.g., landmarks are irregular
if it is a triangle surrounded by rectangles). The color parameter was also a measure of
irregularity relative to surrounding objects (e.g., the triangle is very attractive if it is a pink
triangle in a room of blue squares). Finally, visibility is a determination of occlusivity or how
10

A directed graph is a network representation where all of the edges are unidirectional paths
from one location to another. The “in-degree” measure is an analytical technique to understand
how many edges must be traversed in order to reach a particular node.
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much of the object can be seen from an observation point versus total façade area. This model
was again built on by Nothegger et al. (2004), who included a method for computing feature
salience based on visible and cognitive attractiveness used an alternative color-space, added
additional irregularity parameters, and adjusted weighting schemes from previous attempts.
Röser et al. (2011) and Caduff and Timpf (2008) both offer empirical evidence for the use of
visual saliency measures in landmark selection in virtual (laboratory) and field experiments.

3.1.1 Visual Saliency: Apple of Thy Mind’s Eye
For my model, I am using the notions of distinctiveness, prominence, and obviousness as
they are observed by the human visual perception system in measuring landmark saliency. For
that matter, I am omitting the notion of identifying and classifying landmarks as separable
objects all together and using the ideas of attractiveness and dissimilarity as perceived by the
human eye as primary landmark points (McNamara et al. 2011). Visual saliency, itself, has been
a field of study that has focus on measuring the impact of a stimulus that, for many reasons,
stands out from the rest to the human eye. This field has been the combined efforts of computervision, neuro-psychology, and computer graphics (Parkhurst et al. 2002). While the attribute of
"salient" may be the result of emotional, motivational, cultural or cognitive factors and is not
necessarily associated with physical factors such as intensity, clarity or size according to
(Markus and Kitayama 1991), for natural movement in exploration wayfinding this does not
seem to apply according to section 2.6. Additionally, some of these scholars (even excluding
those that rejected the notion of “the self”) point out visual saliency does not necessarily mean
that humans will select a certain stimulus or perform a certain action and ultimately behaviors
are affected by memories, perception, and various other conditions (Yantis and Egeth 1999; Itti
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et al. 1998). However, modeling visual saliency has been shown to replicate what "grabs" human
attention and is therefore capable of predicating "gaze behavior” (Hoffman and Singh 1997). In
the fields associated with computer vision these efforts are also called “visual saliency detection”
and next I present a visual saliency detection model that offers a bottom-up approach to
modeling visual saliency and predicting human gaze behavior (Itti and Koch 2001b). I am
following a predictive saliency model in landmarks identification because of findings from the
Wayfinding Lab Research Group at Bournemouth University. These recent results have
established correlations that link gaze-behavior to route selection in navigation behavior (J. M.
Wiener et al. 2011). Additionally, movement patterns of people navigating through spatial
settings have also been strongly linked to the longest lines of sight from a current observation
point (Turner 2001a) that I will discuss more later on in this paper are also identified by the used
visual saliency prediction model.

3.2 Spatial Configuration
During the quantitative revolution in geography, the relationship between spatial and
social relationships was considered nearly entirely as a geometric relationship (Sack 1972).
“Metric determinism”, with direct functions of distance acted as parametric distributions across a
homogenous space and society (Burton 2008). An alternative, although not mutually exclusive,
approach sees spatial relationships as configurational in nature (O’Rourke 1998). This spatial
arrangement of locations and places has developed along with the mathematics discipline of
graph theory into a robust set of graph-based analyses. These analytical techniques have
provided valuable insights various aspects of human and social life that distance falls short in
capturing (Latour 2005). Network statistics were commonly used in transportation and
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accessibility geographies (Kansky 1963), as well as medical and environmental perception
geography (Klippel 2012). Almost being a methodological paradigm itself, attempts at
understanding the configuration of space as they relate to human spatial activities is well
documented across social science disciplines (e.g., see (Wasserman and Faust 1994) for an indepth review). As I will discuss in the next section, graph representations of space provide a
data-structure that is a cognitively ergonomic representation of geographic knowledge, spatial
and temporal relationships (Klippel 2012), and brings with it a robust set of analytical techniques
that allow for modeling complex like human behavior.
In addition to geography, other behavioral and social sciences have used graph theory to
conduct their research; for example social-networks in sociology (e.g., Freeman, 2004). There is
also a substantial number of “graphs” being used as representations of what I defined as
environmental space. In fact graph theory, itself, is largely credited to the geographically
oriented “Seven Bridges of Königsberg” problem in mathematics that was popularized by
Leonhard Euler in 1735 (Euler 1956). One of the more influential fields to use graph
representation for this model design is in describing spatial configuration within architecture and
urban design research. Although closely related, veins of research occurred in these fields with
only a few “cross-over” figures to geography like (Lynch 1960). In the following sections, I will
review some prominent graph representations of space and introduce a set of spatial
configuration analytics developed in the past few decades, which have grown from architecture
studies.
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3.3 Network Graph Representations of Geographic Space
In terms of data-structures used to model the environment, spatial cognition processes
and wayfinding behavior, the network graph representation is extremely useful for a variety of
reasons. The most significant benefit is that one data-structure is applicable to the way people
acquire, represent, and use the world in the mind for movement. A graph is an interlinked series
of nodes (or vertices and locations in this case) connected by edges (also referred to as links or
paths from here on) that represent a relationship between two 11 or more nodes (the relationship
can be nearly anything like shared information or in this case intervisibility and movement
between them). Each node and edge can carry additional attributes that can act as “weights” or
costs and attractor values that signify the magnitude of the relationship or represent some value
at that specific location in the graph. In the spatial cognition and mobilities domain, nodes
represent decision points and edges represent lines of movement. Typically, a decision point is a
location where a choice is made between directions of travel or significant information is
presented to the “walker” 12 in the graph. Franz et al. (2005) outline a variety of graph-based
operationalization of space as they are used in architecture as well as in cognitive science:
“These models are usually described by means of nodes and edges,
roughly corresponding to places and their spatial relations. In the
field of cognitive science, view and place graphs are models of
mental representations of environments and used for the
explanation of wayfinding behavior such as exploration and route
planning. In architecture, space syntax and visibility graph analysis
11

There are cases in graph theory where an edge starts and ends at the same node without
establishing a relationship between other nodes. These “loops” are possible in geographic space
representations but do not necessarily factor into situations that are relevant to my purpose.
12
In graph theory a “walk” is the term used to describe movement between nodes and edges in a
graph. For this application, a walker is the person, or wayfinder, actually moving from one
location to another.
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aim at identifying and describing structural properties of built
environments that determine their usage and experience. In
cognitive science, mental representations of space cannot be seen
independently from the formal and configurational properties of
the corresponding environments that are well captured by
architectural description systems. Vice versa, formal descriptions
of space as used in architecture gain plausibility and relevance by
incorporating results from cognitive research that allows the
prediction and explanation of actual human behavior”

Figure 6 Graph-model Representations of Space. Adapted from Franz et al. (2005)
I argue that there is a third parallel between operationalized graph representations of the
environment in cognitive science and architectural studies that includes their use in
transportation networks by transportation geographers(Kansky 1963; Rodrigue 2013).
Furthermore, schools or traditions that sit on each side of the theoretical divide discussed in
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chapter 2 use graph models in very different manners (Egenhofer and Golledge 1998).
Demonstrating this difference, I present two primary case examples in the following section.
Figure shows a synthesis of these different techniques covered in (G. Franz et al. 2005). Franz et
al (ibid.) review seven definable approaches to using graphs as representations of space and
spatial behavior. The occupancy grid: the environment is mapped on a regular array of cells and
is connected to the eight surrounding neighbors; each of which holds a probability value that an
obstacle occupies the cell. Second, a place graph where nodes correspond to single places or
positions within an environment, edges describe the connectivity between nodes. Third, is a view
graph, which is based on a minimal spatial memory model similar to the cognitive collage or
image-schemata in (Tversky 1993). Essentially these are pictorial snapshot of the environment as
seen from the viewpoint of the navigator. Nodes are connected by edges if the corresponding
views can occur in immediate sequence while walking through the environment. Fourth, the
access graph was an early space syntax analyses (Hillier and J. Hanson 1989) that made use of
phenomenal spatial units such as clearly defined rooms for their nodes with graph edges
indicating direct paths between them. The fifth type of graph is an axial map that consists of
nodes that describe lines of sight or straight movement and their mere intersections as binary
edges. At first axial lines were based on decomposing the space into a near optimal convex set 13
and have since underwent algorithmic formalization in Turner, Penn, et al. 2005 and Michael
Batty and Rana 2002. The sixth graph representation are called isovist fields as first described by

13

An optimal convex set is a computational geometry problem that’s goal is to partition a
concave polygon into the minimal number of convex polygons. As a whole the sum of the
decomposed convex polygons, equal the same area and shape of the original input. This is often
called “convex decompositioning”.
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(Benedikt 1979), are viewshed polygons that capture spatial properties by describing the visible
area from a given observation point connected by overlapping fields of view. A final graph and
that has been adapted from isovists fields are visibility graphs, (Turner et al. 2001) have
proposed visibility graphs by determining intervisibility of information in a regularly spaced
lattice of nodes. Intervisibility is translated into edges to other nodes from a regular and dense
lattice of possible observation points.

3.4 Space Syntax: Networks for space, minds, and movement
A specific school of thought in network analysis used for architectural space comes under
the umbrella term of space syntax (Dursun 2007). Space syntax encompasses a set of theories
and techniques for the analysis of spatial configurations using graph theory (Ruth Conroy-Dalton
and N. Dalton 2007). Conceived by architects Bill Hillier and Julienne Hanson (1984) space
syntax has since developed largely at The Bartlett School of Built Environment Studies,
University College London, as a tool to help architects simulate the likely social effects of their
designs (Hillier and J. Hanson 1989). Bafna (2003) offers a review of the analytical techniques
and related terminology used commonly in space syntax studies. As noted by (Michael Batty
1997) early methods of space syntax have developed from access graphs to being a
comprehensive theory of spatial cognition and environment-behavior studies. Furthermore,
software solutions and algorithmic definitions of operationalized space syntax models have
allowed a large body of research to develop, which are available for review in the proceedings of
the International Space Syntax Symposium held since 1997 (Symposia n.d.) and the peerreviewed Journal of Space Syntax (JOSS)(The Journal of Space Syntax n.d.).
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This is in large part due to the integration of visibility measures and utilization of both
metric and topological measures of space. Montello (2007) discussed the promise of space
syntax theories as a unifying theory of environmental psychology at the 2007 International Space
Syntax Symposium:
"The study of the interrelationships of human mind and behavior
with the physical environment may be referred to as
“environmental psychology” (or “behavioral geography,” “the
psychology of space and place,” etc.). In my talk, I review
elements of a comprehensive theory of environmental psychology.
The theoretical framework of space syntax holds promise as an
important contributor to this comprehensive theory, especially
when combined with the analysis of isovists. It provides a rich and
diverse set of quantitative indices for characterizing places in many
ways that are potentially relevant to a variety of psychological
responses, including choosing routes while locomoting, orientation
and disorientation, spatial knowledge acquisition, perceived
spaciousness, privacy and social interaction, stress and fear, and
aesthetic judgments."
Bafna (2003) offers a succinct description of space syntax as “…a research program that
investigates the relationship between human societies and space from the perspective of a
general theory on the structure of inhabited space”. The philosophical heritage of space syntax
grew from a structuralism social theory tradition within architectural studies. This built
environment structuralism approaches human behavior and culture in terms of their
configuration to a set of discrete units of space (Hillier 2002). These units of space and
phenomena of human life are only intelligible through their interrelations according to space
syntax theories (Hillier 2007). Hillier and Hanson (1989) were originally interested in aggregated
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social behaviors 14, but they quickly noticed a strong overlap between the social logic of space
and patterns of how people move and think about their environment (R. C. Dalton et al. 2012).
After 30 years of methodological refinement space syntax has proliferated into an
international effort for developing techniques with applications in various domains (Michael
Batty 2004a). For example, (Turner 2007a) used the axial line analysis to study road networks
and urban transportation systems. Moreover, traffic patterns and congestion spots were identified
by integration and choice syntax values (Barros et al. 2006). In addition to the movement of
people, research in the past few years have established correlation between space syntax
techniques and spatial cognition (R. C. Dalton et al. 2012; Haq 1999; Y. O. Kim and Penn 2004;
Penn 2003). In this context, (R. Li and Klippel 2010) used space syntax to measure the
complexity of a building layout, much like the intelligibility used in (Lynch 1960), where
complex areas increase the level of confusion and chance of getting lost while wayfinding.
Landmark identification has been noted as being “discovered” in route descriptions using space
syntax (Klippel and Winter 2005). Furthermore, the techniques offer a unified set of measures to
quantify aspects of space that were traditionally thought to be qualities of individual experience.
Decomposing space into discrete experiential units is the strongest aspect of space syntax
methods, as Bafna (2003) notes:
“…these parts then can be assigned to different groups, people, or
activities; different rules of behavior and conventions can be
associated with different parts of the space; and individual parts of
space can be recognized as carrying a specific symbolic or cultural
charge.”

14

Aggregate social behavior can be described as interpersonal communication and power
relationships that are played out through the configuration of spatial arrangements.
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The methodology section will cover the exact space syntax techniques and measures I
will use in this integrated theoretical approach to modeling exploration wayfinding. Before
moving to the next chapter of this thesis, I will review some previous computational approaches
in simulating movement and spatial cognition within the built environment. While only a few
representative projects have attempted to model wayfinding tasks, I will focus on a case that
stems from the traditional spatial cognition approach and another that was clearly developed
from the space syntax school of thought with Gibsonian direct perception and social
structuralism at the helm. This will provide a jumping off point as I transition to a methodology
in replicating indoor wayfinding behavior in a cognitively plausible way using a more balanced –
or integrated – theoretical approach. My primary goal is to straddle the fence between the two
discussed theoretical point of views, using a plausible cognitive schemata that uses both qualities
and quantities shown to influence navigation behavior. These efforts are focused on both
preferences and perceptions that apply to both the mind and the body. On a final note in this
section of the literature review, I reiterate that this is not the first attempt to bridge the
metaphysical issues of the mind-body, subjective-objective problems inherent to theories of
cognition and behavior. Rather I offer a plausible way of simulating natural movement for other
application purposes in scientific research.

3.5 Modeling
Modeling is both a conceptual process and a quantifiable act used to recreate objects or
events as they may or should occur and models are used across the social sciences (Hegselmann
et al. 1996). Guermond (2013) offers a review of the role modeling has played in geography and
helps identify several key phases throughout the development of the “model” in the geographer’s
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trade. As mentioned throughout the previous portion of this paper, modeling spatial behavior in
geography was not always from a cognitive perspective of geographic knowledge (Downs et al.
1988). In the terms of modeling spatial behavior there has been a few jumps from determinism
(environment dictates behavior), to homogenous society (the rational choice), the bounded
rational actor (utility maximization), to the utmost level of complexity (a subjective reality and
fuzzy concepts)(Langlois 2010). Desbarats (1983) offers an identifiable critique against the
utility maximizing models that marked a transition to the more psychologically influenced
framework for model design:
“Models should thus be formulated within conceptual frameworks
able to incorporate into existing psychological theories of behavior
an operational formulation of the structural, social, and
institutional constraints that account for the missing links between
spatial behavior and its psychological antecedents”(Desbarats
1983)
The CAME’06 (Cognitive Approach to Modeling Environments conference 2006
(SFB/TR 8 Projects | SFB/TR 8 Spatial Cognition n.d.)) brought together leading scholars from
both ends of the cognitive spectrum with the aim of developing cognitive frameworks for
simulating human behavior. An et al. (An et al. 2005) for example, take on the ambitious goal of
creating an agent-based model to understand the complexity of human-environment interaction
using cognitively inspired frameworks from artificial-intelligence. Torrens (Torrens 2007),
(Torrens 2004),and (Torrens and A. W. McDaniel 2013) cover the benefits of agent-based
modeling (ABM) that includes their flexibility in representing dynamic and highly adaptive
phenomena relevant to human existence. Torrens (2012) demonstrates how modeling pedestrian
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(wayfinders) in urban environments can be represented using heuristics that “recreate” the
situation a behavior originally occurred “in” 15:
“The fidelity of agent-based movement models is naturally most
acute when the models driving their synthetic characters reproduce
the geography of their behaviors appropriately: by placing people
in the right places, at the right times, doing the right things, in the
right contexts. Most simulation environments for moving agent
pedestrians, however, rely on simple, abstract physical heuristics to
drive synthetic characters and they focus on generating plausible
coarse-grained movement patterns, which might not always map to
real-world pedestrian behavior. Moreover, existing approaches
often produce serious mechanical artifacts in simulation. I contend
that agent-based models of pedestrian movement can benefit more
fully from a comprehensive infusion of realistic movement
behavior and I present the case for, and proven usefulness of, a
geographic engine for driving synthetic actors in simulation.”
Perceptual models of human movement are few in number and most of which have
developed within the past decade. In the attempt offered by (Michon et al. 2006), the CADMUS
system produces maps of perceived difficulties of displacements in complex buildings, for
people without disability or for those suffering a physical or perceptive disability. Focused on the
aided wayfinding task the CADMUS model uses affordances in the environment as the primary
inputs modeling movement. John Peponis and Ruth Conroy Dalton(John Peponis et al. 2004),
two leading scholars from the space syntax school, use a visual-spatial model for obstacle
avoidance in museum exhibits. There are several other models that are used in aided wayfinding
design (Afyouni et al. 2012) but two research projects presented in sections 3.5 are the most
relevant to the model design for exploration wayfinding.

15

Although not explicitly stated, Torrens (2012) makes clear statements that related to the
Gibsonian “mind and body in the world” perspective of situated embodied cognition.
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To finish this section I will present some of the current modeling toolboxes available
from GIS and ABM software. Jiang, Claramunt, and Batty (1999) presents extendable
frameworks for modeling accessibility in popular GIS software that have been adopted in most
vendor designs. Jiang et al. (2000) developed axial line measures in ESRI’s ArcMap. Jordan et
al.(1998) designed a model that can be applied to GIS data-structures that account for
environmental affordances. W. Wang and Liao (2007) extended the space syntax capabilities to
the GRASS GIS program. With the growing capabilities of 3D GIS, these models are
proliferating (e.g., Bitters 2005) and just as the spatial cognition turn in geography helped
develop GIS the advancement of perceptual models for human behavior can push these softwares
into new capabilities and uses across the social sciences (Staahle et al. 2005).

3.5.1 Goal Oriented Wayfinding in Airports:
Raubal (2002) presented in his dissertation and in a series of extracted articles an agentbased model (ABM) that was based on a “Sense-Plan-Act” framework (Raubal and Worboys
1999). It is one of the first attempts to focus on information available only through perception
from the immediate environment. This information was then “decoded” and acted as the sole
basis of decisions made by “cognizant agents” (Raubal and Moratz 2008). This agent-based
system also utilized several “essential” factors of spatial cognition and navigation tasks, which
governed agent decisions as follows:
“The perceptual wayfinding model integrates the agent and its
environment within a “Sense-Plan-Act” framework. It focuses on
knowledge in the world to explain actions of the agent. The
concepts of affordance and information are used to describe the
kinds of knowledge the agent derives from the world by means of
visual perception…Information is necessary for the agent to decide
which affordances to utilize. During the navigation process, the
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agent accumulates beliefs about the environment by observing
task-relevant affordances and information at decision points. The
utilization of a “go-to” affordance leads the agent from one node to
another where it is again provided with percepts.” [201]
It is apparent in (Raubal 2000), that the tradition of empirical spatial cognition research is
of great influence to this perceptual agent system. However, prior to these efforts most of the
work on modeling wayfinding behavior was focused on the development of computational
methods that simulate wayfinding in familiar environments and were even more tied to
traditional spatial cognition approaches, rather than looking at all the spatial cues given by the
environment through direction perception. Raubal et al. (1997) also uses an image schemata – or
view graph of connected visual information across the unfamiliar environment for these agents.
A significant difference between the agent model described above and the intentions of
this paper are the former being a “goal-oriented” or directed model for wayfinding behavior. The
purpose in turn is interested in undirected exploration or natural movement in unfamiliar
environments. This makes the proposed methodology less relevant to my intended application.
Furthermore, the rules these agents follow are from knowledge in the world as it pertains to
relating start location to a goal location through signage. While the primary source for the
designed agents is visual information and decoding associated affordances, the simulation puts a
minimalized role the union between visual properties of saliency and spatial configuration of
indoor space for the process of route choice. Additionally, the “sense-plan-act” routine is guided
by a limited set of direction choices between predetermined decision points that guide agents off
external wayfinding aide systems - signs. Given these conditions, it would be hard to describe
the goal of this ABM to be replicating natural movement or wayfinding exploration. The use of a
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graph in this case also fails to capture naturally visible information as offered by the
configuration of the building layout.

3.5.2 Visual Accessibility in a Museum:
The second model to be described is an approach that focuses on modeling natural
movement. This ABM comes from the space syntax school and was largely developed by Turner
and Penn (1999), (Turner 2001a), and (Turner 2007c). This ABM for simulating human
movement within indoor space is much more aligned with the original theory of Gibson’s
concept of the ambient optical array 16 (Gibson 1986, 65–96). Turner and Penn (2002) make a
strong argument for more focus to be given to modeling human behavior under this embodied
paradigm:
“[the purpose of this paper]…a plea for the use of direct
perception where the approach is available, and to try to regard the
environment as the provider of possibilities rather than as a place
to be rationalized.”
Extending the concept of direct perception and the role it plays with natural movement - natural
vision is a combination of visual factors affecting behavior. A distinction made by Turner and
Penn (2002) is between natural- movement, interaction, and vision with navigation behavior as a
whole:

16

Excerpt from “The Senses Considered as Perceptual Systems”(Gibson 1983): Ambient optic
array - A structured arrangement of ambient light at a point of observation. The component of
visual solid angles of an optic array can be chosen at any convenient level of angular size; the
units are "nested" within larger units. The array is taken to be invariant under changes in the
intensity of light, that is; its structure or arrangement is unaltered. When the array is unchanging
in time it is said to be "frozen." The ambient array (as distinguished from ambient light) is
assumed to contain stimulus information (as distinguished from stimulus energy.
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“We might characterize ``we look around'' and ``we go from one
vista to another'' as the conditions of natural movement, while
thinking of ``we walk up to it'' and ``we move around it'' as
something else, for example, natural interaction. The distinction is
important: for natural movement, an agent does not even require
the ability to recognize `object' as distinct from `environment': the
agent merely has to recognize that there is environment, which
may be explored in order to move (though not necessarily to
navigate). The names we have chosen are no accident, for there
already exists a theory of natural movement.”
Visual access is calculated using visibility graph analysis (VGA), which is based on the
embodied cognition perspective of visual perception. The agents in this system cannot be said to
navigate because they are not necessarily making conscious decisions about information they
find in the environment. Chapter 5 of this paper goes into greater detail on how these agents
operate, but the information gathered by agents is external cues from their environment, which
form a data-structure called an exosomatic visible architecture (EVA) (Turner 2007c). Using the
information from the EVA aggregate movements of the agents are recorded as “gate-counts” on
a regularly space grid of the floor plan. In other words, each time an agent visits a location in the
building a tally is kept for that cell of the grid throughout the simulation. Alternatively, and due
to the nature of the mathematics guiding the agents that is covered in section 5, the results of an
agent simulation following the EVA can be approximated in a computationally cheap manner
without running the simulation through large-numbers of iterations (Turner 2007d). This
alternative method is captured in a measure called “through vision”, which according to Turner
(2007d) is a summation of intersecting lines of sight through a node within a visibility graph.
One of the primary heuristics used by the agents is angularity of path selection
introduced by Dalton (2003). Angular analyses of axial maps were an addition made in order to
support experimental evidence of how people use minimal angular strategies to navigate from
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location to location. Meaning changing one’s direction while navigating through space is less
preferred to spatial cognition processes and human behavior than maintaining the walker’s
current bearing of direction. Saying this another way, people prefer the longest, straightest, paths
available to them. Turner translated this as affordances to be considered by his agents as being
“costly” to travel pathways that are more angular from a starting location and reduced the
probability of a change in direction, when using information from the EVA. As opposed to the
“sense-plan-act” protocol described in the previous section, there are only two primary heuristics
for this ABM (Turner 2007e). These include taking the longest and straightest available line of
sight available to the agents and as calculated from a visibility graph and through angular
analysis .
Significant correlation values have been reported when comparing the output of this
stochastic ABM , 17 to observed movement patterns in the Tate Museum in London (Michael
Batty et al. 1998) and elsewhere (e.g., Penn and Turner 2003).
Next, I introduce an integrated model for architectural space that attempts to overcome
theoretical and methodological differences as exemplified above. In doing so I utilize an existing
methodology developed by Franz and Weiner (2008), that was one of the most formalized and
psychologically oriented efforts to bridge the gap between total embodied cognition and the
obvious subjective qualities that guide spatial decision making during exploration wayfinding.
Using evidence and results from the already cited literature and the data from: (Takemiya and
Ishikawa 2012; Hölscher et al. 2005; Meilinger et al. 2007; Meilinger 2008; Meilinger et al.

17

This ABM is available in the Depthmap (Depthmap n.d.) a software package developed for to
perform variety of space syntax analysis techniques including the before mentioned ABM
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2010) I will construct a methodology that will produce a conceptual model, which accounts for
direct perception of visual information, cognitive and behavioral preferences in route selection,
and spatial configuration of the experienced environment.
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4. ON THE WAY TO MODEL: PREPORCESSING STEPS
This section details the approach and the preprocessing workflow for implementing a
model of exploration wayfinding within indoor space. While this paper does not offer a bottomup redesign of previous attempts, I do direct the reader to the repositories of open-source code,
mathematical and algorithm definitions, as well as freely available software packages used
throughout chapters 4 and 5 of the methodology. To provide ease in translating the measures
used in processes this model utilizes, I present pseudo-code descriptions of algorithms so that the
inclined reader can translate the model into a variety of programming languages with ease.
This perceptual modeling approach is closely related to the model offered by Meilinger
(2009) with adaptation to indoor environments and utilizing a purely computational approach to
visual saliency. To model saliency and predict human “gaze-behavior” I use software designed
for visual saliency prediction and measuring spatial configuration properties with space syntax
techniques. A brief overview of the steps presented in the following sections is as follows:
1. Translate the building plan into separate graph models representing visual
neighborhood regions, deemed a place graph. These will account for open
movement and a visibility graph as defined in (Turner et al. 2001).
2. Calculate space syntax measures on each created graph to calculate values
for the EVA
3. Use visual neighborhoods as places to define isovists and capture
photographic images like a view graph reviewed in section 3.3. I then use
these images to calculate visual saliency using a predictive program aimed
at simulating gaze behavior (Walther and Koch 2006).
4. Use saliency measures to alter the agent based modeling created by
(Turner and Penn 2007) as discussed in section 3.5.2 according to route
choice and movement aggregates.
The primary output of the model will be network graph attributed with potential movement
patterns of exploration wayfinding. By integrating multiple methodological approaches under an
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integrated theoretical perspective I can account for mediated visual perception and spatial
configuration of the environment that influence how agents will “navigate”.

4.1 Assumptions
Modeling in general requires certain levels of abstraction from the true complexity of
real-world systems (Zacharias et al. 2008; Eagle and Pentland 2006; Manson and O’Sullivan
2006). These abstractions are translated into assumptions to use as a basis for computational
methods in simulating dynamic variables in heterogeneous data (Guermond 2013; Bonabeau
2002; Fotheringham and Curtis 1999). This model is no different from others in this assumption
and abstracting process 18and works off multiple levels of abstraction with the concepts and
parameters being used to simulate exploration wayfinding behavior. Whenever an assumption is
made about human cognition, perceptual information, or the external environment it is done so
following a plausible cognitive schema for exploration wayfinding as represented by empirical
evidence. Additionally, parameters are appropriately dynamic, allowing the customization of this
conceptual model to fit to a variety of different applications. This allows the researcher to
determine what information and parameter inputs are relevant according to their specific context.
As a template, I use some general parameters such as graph resolutions, heights for observation
points, and other input values that are suggested for demonstration purposes and are not
necessarily empirically-based from available resources.

18

e.g., three articles focused on the process of abstraction in perceptual cognitive modeling
(Habel and Eschenbach 1997; Klyne et al. 2004; Timpf et al. 1992)
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4.2 Creating the Boundary Layers
All of the information used in the model is digitally based and in common, spatial and
graph file formats or computed from the base input data. The model and processing steps will
use a combination of vector models that include building plans and, raster objects and isovists as
a means to capture visual information in images about visual information in an environment.
A two-dimensional polygon representation of a building layout is needed for the first
steps in this workflow. While the interoperability between spatial data-structures is less of a
problem than it was in the past, I use a combination of ESRI’s shapefile vector format and
Autodesk’s drawing exchange format (DXF) as they provide the two easiest means of working
between the necessary programs used in the following steps. The detail and demarcation of the
building plans will follow the space-syntax theory of a syntactic step. This step is defined as the
direct connection or permeable relation between a space and its immediate neighbors or between
overlapping isovists (Turner and Penn 1999). I am primarily concerned with representing these
available syntactic steps according to physical restraints on movement and vision as follows:
1. Movement Permeability: Making a layout plan that represents the ability
for an able-bodied person to navigate only requires one to take into
account physical objects that cannot be passed through, stepped over, or
otherwise immovable occlusions as it pertains to natural movement
throughout the building plan. This with be defined as boundary layer 𝐵𝑚
2. Visual Permeability: Similar to the movement permeability layer, the
visibility permeability should indicate any objects or features of the
environment that obstruct natural vision at the eye-level of a specified
average height. This would include any windows that might provide visual
access between rooms but may not necessarily connect through pathways
of movement. This with be defined as boundary layer 𝐵𝑣
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Figure 7 Movement 𝑩𝒎 and Visibility 𝑩𝒗 Permeability Boundary Layers
4.3 Calculating Graphs
A visibility graph is defined as 𝐺𝑣 = (𝑉, 𝐸), where 𝑉 are all vertices and 𝐸 are all edges

within the graph. 𝐺𝑣 contain the intervisibility information within the boundary layer 𝐵𝑣 . The
subset of edges 𝐸(𝐺) from the visibility graph 𝐺𝑣 are those between any two vertices that do not

intersect any segments of 𝐵𝑣 .

To create 𝐺𝑣 I must divide the boundary layer 𝐵𝑣 into equally spaced grid or lattice.

Many tools are available to perform this process including the UCL software package Depthmap

(Depthmap n.d.). As noted in the “Researchers Handbook” manual for the Depthmap program
(Turner 2004), the units of the grid spacing will be the same as the input file (e.g., an entry of 1 =
one meter if 𝐵𝑣 is in a metric spatial scale). While the exact resolution of the grid chosen to apply
to the boundary layer is dependent on the size of the study area, I propose using 0.3 m whenever
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possible. This number was chosen because of its approximation of an average stride length in a
person around average height. However, in extremely large areas (large buildings) this small of a
grid resolution could result in long processing times.

4.3.1 From a Grid to a Graph:
In order to create the visibility graph I must loop over all of the vertices in 𝐺𝑣 , and

determine which edges cross 𝐵𝑣 . An intersecting edge with 𝐵𝑣 , indicates that there is no visual
relationship. In the algorithm, I use graph set notation: 𝑉(𝐺𝑣 ), as the set of all locations or

vertices that exist, and 𝑣𝑖 as an individual location or node in the graph being made. Each vertex

𝑣𝑖 will have a set of vertices connected to it, which will label the set 𝑉(𝐺𝑣𝑖 ), otherwise known as
the vertex's neighborhood. This process can be shown in the following pseudo-code(Turner
2004):
for vi in V(Gv)
for vj in V(Gv)
if E(vi,vj) does not intersect B
vi can see vj
add to V(Gvi)
end
end
To determine if 𝐸(𝐺𝑣𝑖 , 𝐺𝑣𝑗 ) intersects I use a simple computational geometry algorithm adapted

from O’Rourke (1998) that determines if the edge, 𝐸(𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗 ), intersects any line segment in 𝐵𝑣 .

This algorithm works in the following manner: First, a determination must be made if the three

points are listed in a counterclockwise order, which in this case uses the (x, y coordinates of each
vertex in 𝐸(𝐺𝑣𝑖 , 𝐺𝑣𝑗 ) and is done by the ccw function here:
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define ccw(a,b,c):
return (a.y-b.y)*(b.x-a.x) > (b.y-a.y)*(c.x-a.x)
where a,b, and c are points or vertices with (x,y) coordinate attributes. Therefore calculating if
two line segments AB, that can be a set of edges 𝐸(𝐺𝑣𝑖 ), and CD, that can be a set of line

segments in 𝐵𝑣 , 𝐸(𝐵𝑣𝑖 , 𝐵𝑣𝑗 ) to loop over, intersect is defined as follows:

define intersect (A,B,C,D):
return ccw(A,C,D) is not equal to ccw(B,C,D) and
ccw(A,B,C) is not equal to (A,B,D)

Figure 8 Graph Lattice and Node Creation

4.3.2 Creating a Place Graph:
Using the visibility graph created above I will create a place-graph as described by Franz
(2005). The place graph will be based on visual neighborhoods as determined from the clustering
coefficient introduced by Watts and Strogatz (1998) and therefore not as subjectively defined as
in the view and place graphs mentioned in section 3.3. The clusters of nodes that have similar
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visual information available will be aggregated into output polygons that represent different
places within the overall building system. These places are areas that, if occupied, contain
similar information directly perceived by a wayfinding agent through visual accessibility. Using
the clustering coefficient allows us to create these local neighborhoods of visual information that
is different from the process of room delineation typically used to create place graphs as
reviewed in Franz et al. (2005), but with similar purpose in their use .
In order to calculate clustering coefficient values for the delineating a place graph, I must
first define the connectivity or neighborhood size of each vertex in 𝑉(𝐺𝑣 ). These

neighborhoods are not the same as visual neighborhoods, 𝑉�𝐺𝑣𝑖 �, mentioned above and are

simple measures that indicate total number of direct connections to vertex 𝑣𝑖 . Connectivity, as it

is called in space-syntax methods, measures the number of immediate neighbors that are directly
connected to a spatial unit (Hillier 2007) within the whole graph 𝑉(𝐺𝑣 ). This is a static local
measure and can be expressed using the equation given by Turner (2001b), where, 𝑘𝑖 , is the

neighborhood size or number of visually connected neighbors for 𝑣𝑖 and can be represented as a

set 𝑉(Ґ𝑖 ):

𝑘𝑖 = |𝑉(Ґ𝑖 )| = � 𝑣𝑗 ∶ { 𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗 } ∈ 𝐸(𝐺𝑣 )

𝐸(𝐺𝑣 ) is a set of all visible connections or edges in the visibility graph after removing those that

intersected the boundary 𝐵𝑣 .
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Figure 9 Connectivity Measure on Gv
Using 𝑉(Ґ𝑖 ), I can calculate visual neighborhoods on 𝐺𝑣 with the small-world clustering

coefficient defined as, 𝛾𝑖 . This is the same calculation used in Depthmap (Turner 2009a) and as
reported in (N. S. Dalton and Ruth Conroy-Dalton 2010) as detecting junction points within

environments (possible decision points). The clustering coefficient is based on a proportion of
vertices, which are actually connected within the neighborhood of the current vertex, related to
all possibly connections. This relationship can be expressed in the following equation:

𝛾𝑖 =

|𝐸(Ґ𝑖 )|
𝑘 𝑖 (𝑘 𝑖 − 1)

The dividend 𝐸(Ґ𝑖 ) being the set of edges in the neighborhood of 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑘𝑖 as previously
calculated.
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Figure 10 Clustering Coefficient measure on 𝑮𝒗

The next step of the place-graph creation is to aggregate visual neighborhoods into
polygon representations. To do this I follow an intuitive statistical method of histogram
classification. This classification is widely available across software packages, including ESRI
ArcGIS 10.1, which partitions data into classes based on natural groups in the distribution of data
values. Natural breaks occur in the histogram at the low points or valleys in the distribution of
the discrete values. Breaks are assigned in the order of the size of the valleys, with the largest
valley being assigned the first natural break and then outwards in both directions on the 𝑥 − 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠
of the histogram (Jenks and Caspall 1971).

Deciding how many bins to classify your data into is dependent on the overall area and
configuration of a building layout, but a simple look at the distributions of values can indicate an
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approximation of how many neighborhoods exist in a given plan. Also using more natural-breaks
does not necessarily mean a more accurate representation of visual neighborhoods, but using too
few most certainly will result in overgeneralized neighborhood demarcation.

Figure 11 Histogram Showing Clustering Coefficients and Natural Breaks.
After the data values are classified into respective neighborhoods, I propose a
transformation into a raster format then converting the raster into a polygon vector data-structure
as a place graph. Alternatively, convex hull algorithms can be used based on the natural breaks
of 𝛾𝑖 , but there are several reasons for avoiding this method. First of which, convex hull is more
computationally difficult to implement. Secondly, using this method would ignore the lattice
formation that was originally used to construct the visibility graph, which offers an intuitive
workflow of creating a raster model based on the cell size of the originally defined grid (e.g., I
recommended 0.3m grid spacing so the cell size of the raster model would be 0.3m). Working
from the gridded nature of the graph allows for easy translation into discrete data like a raster
data-structure. This workflow also avoids issues of mutual exclusive set problems that would
occur in the convex hull processes. In other words, each node in the graph is actually the centroid
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of a cell on the grid and delineating a polygon from the centroid would result in gaps between the
edges otherwise contiguous place polygons (see Figure 12) as well as creating less regular
angles. From a raster model, classified into natural break intervals, I can “polygonize” 19 the
pixels of an image into polygons with the boundary for each place following the grid lines of the
graph 𝐺𝑣. The output polygons will now be contiguous polygons that represent visual

neighborhoods within a building plan and capture aspects of qualitative visual experience in
places within the building system.

Figure 12 Convex-Hull vs. Polygonize Raster Model Method
In the remaining preprocessing steps for the place graph creation, I need to correct the
geometric relationships between these visual neighborhoods according to the movement
permeability boundary 𝐵𝑚 and create a network graph out of the polygons. The polygons

delineated from visual neighborhoods that need to be clipped according to available routes for
free movement within the plan (see Figure 13).
19

Converts a raster dataset to polygon features.
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Figure 13 Place Graph Creation
Clipping geometric features is a common computational geometry task of taking a subset of
regions from the input polygons according to their overlap with the open floor space available
within the boundary layer 𝐵𝑚 . In some cases, this could result in polygons with holes that would

need to further splitting according to a case-by-case situation. The final preprocessing task in the
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place graph creation is to create a representative network graph from their adjacency within the
house plan, defined as 𝑃 (𝑉, 𝐸). For this process, I use a queen’s contiguity definition of
neighbors. Queen’s contiguity defines any place within the building plan neighbors, if either a

shared border or vertex exists (Anselin 2004). This is in contrast to a rook definition of
neighbors, which only includes shared borders. Figure 14 demonstrates the difference of between
the ways of defining neighbors, as well as providing a means to display the data in traditional
graph form.

Figure 14 Rook’s vs. Queen’s Contiguity

4.3.3 Reflection On This Manner Of Making Place Graphs
Creating a place graph from visual characteristics is an improvement upon existing
attempts of graph representations by being defined by perceptual qualities that are rigorously
defined by a visibility graph (Desyllas and Duxbury 2001). Convex polygons used typically in
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access and axial graphs from the space syntax methods were formed purely geometrically
(Rezayan et al. 2007); in other words defined by the configuration of space and not from
available information as it can be observed from within the configuration. Also, methodological
issues are plentiful and on-going with difficulties of optimally performing convex
decompositions of complex building plans (Ren et al. 2011). An attempt to overcome this was
Peponis (1998) with e-partitions, that are minimal set of isovists to capture connected routes in a
building. Again, these units of space also lack the perspective traditionally accepted by spatial
cognition research regarding the influence of experience and visual information on behavior. A
similar attempt in creating place graphs from visual information uses isovist fields at predefined
locations (J. M. Wiener and G. Franz 2005). However, as the complexity of the building increase
it becomes more difficult to identify appropriate locations to create isovists and fails to provide
total coverage of the building system.

4.4 Network Analysis and Saliency Calculation:
After creating two graphs, the visibility graph 𝐺𝑣 and place graph,𝐺𝑃 , I can use several

network statistics to capture quality aspects of direct perception through quantitative methods. In
the visibility graph, I will calculate the space-syntax measure of control that will be a scalar
value for visual saliency. Using the place graph created in section 4.3, I introduce a means for
calculating isovists from a location within a given place in a building that are vantage points for
determining the required images to process with a visual saliency detection model. Again, these
saliency values will be used as a schema for route choice, along with line of sight and angularity
calculations mentioned in section 3.5.2.
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4.4.1 Visual Control:
Control is a space syntax measure offered by (Hillier and J. Hanson 1989) originally used
in access graph analysis. Turner (2001b) used control in visibility graph analysis by making a
slight revision to consider its role in controlling visual information. Implemented and backed by
empirical results (see (Wineman et al. 1998) and (Kalff et al. 2010)), control values capture the
degree to which a location “controls” access to its immediate neighbors by using the number of
alternative paths each of the neighboring connections has. Turner (2001b) adapted the measure
by taking into account the area of the current node 𝑣𝑖 ’s neighborhood 𝑉 (Ґ𝑖 ) with respect to the
total area of the immediately adjoining neighborhoods 𝑉�Ґ𝑗 �. In other words, this revised method

of calculating control uses the size of the union of adjoining neighborhoods instead of the sum of
the adjoining neighborhoods as defined by (Hillier 2007, 22). This measure is shown
mathematically defined here:

ᴄ𝑖 =

𝑘𝑖

�⋃𝑉�Ґ𝑗 � ∶ 𝑣𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 (Ґ𝑖 )�

An intuitive explanation of visual control is framed by the question, “How much can I see?”
Where a higher control value for 𝑣𝑖 , indicates that more locations from within the building plan

can see that particular location. Therefore, this location “controls” more lines of sight because of
its connecting neighborhoods and therefore takes into account the fuzziness of “controlling
vision” by using not just its own neighborhoods but also its 2nd order neighbors. If one location
has a high control value it is not necessary because it has the most direct lines of sight crossing
that location. Instead, the likelihood of being seen frequently from elsewhere goes up because a
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location’s immediate neighbors are connected (or controlling) to large areas within the building
plan. This means that the probability of viewing this location is higher than elsewhere in the
graph because its neighbors are also likely to be seen.

4.4.2 Visual Saliency:
As mentioned in section 3.1, saliency measures are typically interested in highlighting a
handful of “significant” attributes and ultimately locations where information influences
behavior (Klippel and Winter 2005). Using vision as the “encoding” pipeline for perception of
salient information in an environment I use an extended visual saliency predictive model first
developed by (Itti and Koch 2001a). Itti and Koch (ibid.) tried to replicate humans’ ability to
orientate rapidly towards salient objects in a cluttered visual scene. “A process that has
evolutionary significance because it allows the organism to detect quickly possible prey, mates
or predators in the visual world” (Itti and Koch 2001a). This is done under the conditions of
natural interaction in an environment, from the perspective of direct perception, by my modeling
the “grabbing” information according to the operation of the human eye. Furthermore, (J. M.
Wiener et al. 2011) demonstrated that human gaze behavior was strongly correlated to route
choice, with longer gaze fixation points being the most likely paths of movement. These findings
were also substantiated by (Marigold and Patla 2007) and (Robertshaw and Wilkie 2008). The
visual saliency prediction program used in this model to calculate visual saliency is one
developed by (Harel et al. 2007), which is based on and designed around empirical results for
human gaze fixation.
The graph-based visual saliency model offered in (Harel et al. 2007) has to be able to
replicate humans gaze behavior, which tends to consistently fixate on "important" information in
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images. Saliency is calculated into a grayscale saliency map (a single channel image with pixel
values 0-255 the same resolution as the input image) that uses several image-processing methods
and is offered in the open-source Saliency Toolbox (Walther and Koch 2006). Currently, the
Saliency Toolbox only offers a C++ and Matlab ports.
Graph-Based Visual Saliency (GBVS) consists of three steps that have been integrated
from (Bruce and Tsotsos 2006), with (1) feature extraction, then (2) activation similar to the
method used by (Itti et al. 1998) and (Itti and Koch 2000), and then (3) normalizing the raw data
to highlight concentrations of human attention (Harel et al. 2007). The GBVS can be roughly
sectioned into three primary steps as such:
1. Feature extraction – using a linear filter call the Gabor filter used in edge detection,
because of its similarity to the human visual system (Mehrotra et al. 1992). In the spatial
domain of an image, a 2D Gabor filter is a Gaussian kernel function modulated by a
sinusoidal plane wave repeated in four directions across the image to simulate scan paths
followed by the human eye.
2. Activation map – finding “surprise” in the image space is done using a combination of
extracted features from step 1 and in the channels of the image by finding neighborhood
of dissimilarity. The definition of dissimilarity for GBVS is the distance between a pixel
value (x,y) in an image and the ratio neighboring pixel values on a logarithmic scale.
Where the neighborhood size is a dynamic variable determined by the image dimensions.
3. Normalization/combination – the resultant activation values are then distributed into
concentrations based on a gravity decay function from several of the highly activated
pixel locations. The output saliency map indicates regions of saliency in an output raster
dataset the same dimensions as the input image.
Using an empirically validated model of predicting human gaze acts as the perceptual
information in our cognitive schema for this exploration wayfinding simulation. Furthermore,
landmarks are an important feature in order to perform wayfinding tasks. These features can be
estimated using perceptual information directly as it “grabs” the attention of the human eye
(Sorrows and Hirtle 1999). This eliminates the issues of defining salience based on kind, source,
and scale as discussed in section 3.1. Using this visual method of saliency determination also
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adds to the robustness of previous ABM’s of natural movement by taking into account the
quality of visual information available in addition to the amount of visual information.
Alternative means of collecting gaze behavior data during wayfinding is by using eyetracking hardware as being done by the Wayfinding Research Group at Bournemouth University.
In addition to producing a majority of the evidence supporting eye-fixation and route choice
correlations the laboratory uses several eye-trackers that are both statically mounted in laboratory
settings, as well as ambulatory devices used in field experiments. However, the use of these eyetracking devices is specialized and expensive to obtain. In addition, the design of the GBVS
model used in this paper is directly comparable to the results published by the Wayfinding
Research Group in (J. M. Wiener et al. 2011) and demonstrated in Figure 15

Figure 15 Comparison of GBVS Model and Eye-Tracking Fixation Results
(Left) Image from Wiener et. al. 2012. Crosses are fixation points. Bottom Graph shows
fixation frequency horizontally. Right Graph shows fixation frequency vertically. (Right)
Saliency Map of Image “A” from Figure 19 from GBVS. Bottom Graph is column summation
of gaze predication. Right Graph is row summation of gaze prediction. Images are not from
the same perspective. Image on right is wider field of view than image on the left.
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4.5 Isovist fields from Places:
The next step in this conceptual model of wayfinding simulation is to calculate isovist
fields at representative points within places calculated in section 4.3.2. By constructing the place
graph representations from a visibility graph, more specifically visual neighborhoods within the
building system, our output places are those with similar information available through visual
perception. From the representative points, I propose the calculation of isovists fields as a
“picture frames” from which I then implement the GBVS on panoramic photos of the
environment. While there are multiple means of capturing indoor panoramas (360º views), I will
be using a photo-realistic 3-D model placed in a virtual reality game-engine called Unity3D
(Unity 3D 2013).
An isovist is the set of all points visible from a given vantage point in space and with
respect to obstructions within the geometric confines of the environment (Benedikt 1979). In this
section, I present a two-dimensional method of calculating an isovist using a ray-casting
algorithm repeatedly from places within a building system. I use a ray-casting algorithm because
the process affords several advantages over other means of isovist creation (Suleiman et al.
2013). First of which is by providing lines of sight (LoS), intersection points (where the LoS
intersect the boundary layer), along with relevant information like angularity and distances that
are used in following steps all within one function.
Ray casting is a technique developed from computer graphics applications by (Roth
1982) that is a process of determining ray-surface intersections. On the computational side of
things, ray casting is a faster and cheaper means of determining points of intersection than ray
tracing (Amanatides 1984). Ray tracing is a process of following light rays to the human-eye as
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it is reflected from a source. Instead, ray casting is a process of creating straight lines from
specific point within 2 or 3 dimensional space and finding a point of intersection from this ray to
an object in the environment. I use the programming language Python and several open source
libraries to translate between the shapefile formats I am using as a boundary layer and to store
the spatial information. These files will also hold the saliency values and geometric features
created throughout this process. The isovists calculation is described in the following pseudocode:
define create_isovists (input: Bv, representative_place_points P):
for 𝑃𝑖 in 𝑃
for 0 to 360 cast-ray in radius 𝑟
if ray 𝑅𝑖 intersects 𝐵𝑣:
add 𝑅𝑖 to set 𝐿𝑜𝑆 with coordinates 𝑃𝑖 and intersection point with 𝐵𝑣
end
Sort endpoints of 𝐿𝑜𝑆 clockwise from polar coordinate from 𝑃𝑖
output: point shapefile from sorted array of endpoints
output: line shapefile of 𝐿𝑜𝑆
output: polygon shapefile of isovists from P
end

Figure 16 Representative Points to Create Isovist Fields
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In the above algorithm, 𝑃, is defined as the set of input place points that can be created using a

representative point function like the one offered by (Deakin et al. 2002) or can be manually

selected. 𝑃𝑖 is a single point of the set 𝑃. The next step is to cast a line by a certain radius 𝑟 from

𝑃𝑖 in a circle by one-degree increments. Selecting a radius automatically is possible by taking the

max spatial extent or longest spatial dimension of the input boundary layer 𝐵𝑣. This will ensure
points of intersection will occur along all rays and segments of the boundary layer. It is also

possible to restrict the line of sight by changing 𝑟 if required by a specific application. The next

step is to take each casted ray 𝑅𝑖 and determine its point of intersection with 𝐵𝑣. The coordinated
of these endpoints are append an array of line segments, 𝐿𝑜𝑆, that have an origin point of 𝑃𝑖 and

an endpoint of the point of intersection between 𝑅𝑖 with 𝐵𝑣. I then sort these intersection

endpoints clockwise by their polar coordinate relationship to 𝑃𝑖 in order to conform to ESRI

shapefile standards and ensure proper creation of isovist polygons. The sorting step in the above
code is done by using the intersection point of the longest line of sight in LoS with 𝐵𝑣 as 0º and

with each following point being a single degree increase in angle away from the longest line of
sight. This is done using a range of 0 to 360 by the second FOR loop above. I use shapely
(shapely n.d.) computational geometry libraries written in Python Programming Language and
the FIONA (Fiona n.d.) module to provide easy translation from and back to the shapefile
format. It is possible to cast rays in smaller intervals than whole degrees by increasing the 0 to
360 parameters in the second loop of the function and may be necessary depending on the size
and configuration of 𝐵𝑣 as shown in Figure 17. To use smaller than integer increments (e.g.,
minutes or seconds) the range can be accomplished with floating point numbers, if the
programming language supports such functions.
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Figure 17 Isovist Error with Ray-Casting
In addition to having quantifiable means of defining images that are inputs for the GBVS,
isovists allow for many other analytical techniques not covered in this paper (e.g., Turner 2007c;
Benedikt and Burnham 1985; Morello and Ratti 2009; Scupelli et al. 2007). The primary purpose
of using isovists in the overall design of this model is for accuracy in defining what images
should be used in the GBVS calculations. The isovist was actually proposed by Benedikt (1979),
to be a solution for inadequate means of describing architectural form and space as visually
perceived. Looking at it as a data structure, or particular way of referencing, storing, and
organizing data in a computer, the isovist is a meaningful container that is used of visual
information; like images from a particular vantage point. If there was not such spatially defined
view extents knowing what information to include in the view graph extension of the places
would remain piecemeal and incapable of allowing for replicable results (Haque et al. 2007;
Ratti 2004a; Hillier and Penn 2004; Ratti 2004b).
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4.6 Capturing Visual Information Using 3D Models
Unity 3D (Unity 3D 2013) is a popular game engine software that has recently been used
as a medium for conducting scientific research (S. Wang et al. 2010). In the Unity world, a
researcher has a powerful piece of software to recreate experience and study “real” and
hypothetical environments under controlled environmental parameters. Serious gaming has been
a popular pedagogical tool in a variety of education programs for several decades, but reluctance
still exists in adapting the virtual world to traditional scientific research regarding human
behavior (Wendel et al. 2010). Regardless of the concerns elsewhere, spatial cognition research
has used virtual realities extensively in the past (e.g., S. Wang et al. 2010; Kalff et al. 2010;
Meilinger et al. 2010; Elmqvist et al. 2008; S. P. Smith and Hart 2006). Several examples also
demonstrate that by simulating affordances, as they would exist in real-world settings,
environment-behavior researchers were able to replicate behavioral observations as they were
performed in field studies (Jordan et al. 1998). Software like Unity 3D, offer powerful
programming extensions and prepackaged capabilities that would be difficult to replicate
separate of this program and in field methods. It should also be noted that the use of Unity 3D
and photorealistic models, as they are used in this paper, are not a total necessity to the
implementation of this model. The use of remotely gathered data from surveillance systems or
manually collecting images from digital cameras is also a satisfactory means of gathering
panoramic images of an environment. .
Using Unity 3D I can put a character controller at any point within a 3D recreation of a
study area. Unity 3D also offers a first-person camera view that has field of view setting that will
allow for screen captures can replicate human fields of vision. This is augmented by 6 degrees of
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freedom (meaning I can adjust for rotation, pitch, and yaw, as well as cardinal positions in 3D
space x,y,z). For the screen captures I use a 170º field of view at 5 foot 7 inches (1.7 meters)
from the ground, resulting in 3 screenshots from the character camera that provide approximately
58.8% overlap (29.4% of each edge of the images are redundant) between the 3 images. This is
demonstrated in Figure 18 where each image plane projected onto a cylinder would overlap each
adjacent image if viewed from the exact center of the cylinder. Choosing 170º degree field of
view was based from the parameters used elsewhere in virtual environment spatial cognition
studies like (Penn and Turner 2001) and (Turner 2007c). It is widely used value because of its
approximation to the average human field of view. Image and screen resolution is something to
be considered when capturing the panorama from Unity as issues of granularity (Bittner and B.
Smith 2001; Klippel et al. 2009; Tenbrink and Winter 2012; Timpf and W. Kuhn 2003) and
distortion can be compounded during the cylindrical projection of these 2D image back to a
complex 3D world (Carpendale et al. 1997).
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Figure 18 Cylindrical Projection of Image Panorama
The purpose of the overlap is pragmatically inspired by two primary reasons: (1) ease of
data management and processing, as well as (2) determining the spatial location of image pixels
as they fall on the boundary layer of both 𝐵𝑣 and 𝐵𝑚. Having sufficient overlap in the three

images makes it easier to determine which edges of the isovist polygon they are visible. Using
the boundary of Gv the image can be sectioned into certain regions vision with a probability of
choosing that direction as the next step in natural movement behavior.
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Figure 19 GBVS Model and Eye-Tracking Fixation Results
Images adapted from Wiener et. al. 2012. Image “A”: original image from publication. Image “B”:
Eye-Tracking fixation Results. Image “C”: Saliency Map created by GBVS. Image “D”: Heat map
overlay of saliency map (Image “C”) and Image “A”. (Far Right) Overlay of Eye-Tracking results and

The next step in the proposed methodology integrates all of the above preprocessing steps
in order to provide an output of visual saliency values to weight as the cognitive schema of route
choice preferences in the ABM created by (Penn and Turner 2001). In the following steps, I will
be using a saliency value measurement that is scaled by visual control, as determined from the
visibility graph created earlier
In this approach the “mind” is not a set of route directions to guide the agent through
space as it was in (Raubal 2001) and reviewed in section 3.5.1, but more closely linked to a
“mind in the world” approach where information is available externally, is capable of being
translated into potential movement patterns in a plausible fashion. Turner (2006a), used visual
access, environmental affordance, and spatial configuration in his ABM, but alluded in several
publications before his death in 2011 that results from his model could benefit by integrating a
means of qualifying the information by its meaning instead of its configuration alone(Turner
2007b). Despite promising results from his model when compared to observed behavior as
reported in section 3.5.2, adding measures of visual saliency to weight the choices made by these
agents could improve the accuracy of replicating natural movement as navigation behavior –
exploration wayfinding.
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5. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
The Depthmap (Depthmap n.d.) program offers dynamic agent-based modeling
capabilities through a simplified model of human behavior in the built environment. The ABM
uses a stochastic choice framework to choose a direction of travel from the available field-ofview. These choice preferences for route selection change with each new line of sight that comes
available to the agent as it moves through space (Turner 2003). The guiding theories of these
agents are the direct perception tenets of Gibson’s (1978) theory of natural interaction and the
space syntax perspective on the built environment (Hillier and J. Hanson 1989). These theories
state that people interact directly with the perceived affordances of their environment that are
infused with social cues for spatial behavior. A significant amount of the information regarding
the ABM available in Depthmap 10 (Depthmap n.d.) is available in (Turner 2004), (Turner
2009a), and (Turner 2006b). An additional paper that describes how the Depthmap ABM
(DABM) uses angularity of lines of sight (LoS) is available in (Turner 2001a). Furthermore, the
source code for the program is available online at github site (Depthmap n.d.). I will provide a
brief overview on how the DABM works and point out the way in which it accounts for
environmental affordances under Gibsonian direct perception. In Turner and Penn (2005), a
high-level overview of how the DABM operates is given:
“…we took line-of-sight information, choosing the longest
distance in any one bin as the input for that direction… Selection
of a direction to go based retrieval of: (a) locations in a visibility
graph (b) length of line of sight with the visibility graph in place
we programmed agents to use one of two initial methods. One:
choose any visible location from the current field of view as an
intermediate destination, walk towards it for a certain distance, and
repeat. Two: make a random selection of direction weighted
according to the length of line-of-sight in that direction (so the
probability of choosing a direction is directly proportional to the
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length of line-of-sight in that direction), walk towards it for a
certain distance, and repeat.”
5.1.1 Cognitive-Schemata Rules applied in DABM:
In DABM, the agents operate under predefined rules that are aimed in replicating
affordances observed through visual access. Using data from VGA agents make choices from
exosomatic visual architecture. Heuristics act as agent preferences where the longest line of sight
is the most preferred paths of travel. However, this preference is altered by angle away from the
longest line of sight and a random selection from assigned probability values.
Agents create an isovist from a location in 360º, which is then binned into 32 different
classifications based on their polar angle away from the longest line of sight. Each “bin” of the
field of view is assigned a probability of being chosen. The probability value of traveling in the
direction of a particular bin is determined by LoS length and angular distance. These heuristics
are designed to simulate humans’ preferences of traveling the longest and straightest paths as
their primary route choice (Ruth Conroy-Dalton 2001). A random selection is made from the
“bins” which makes the agent move a predefined distance in that direction. This process is
repeated for a defined number of iterations. Each step made by the agent is recorded into a “gatecount” that represents the sum visits to that location over the duration of the simulation. DABM
forms a time reversible Markov chain, a series of events where the next event is not affected by
the previous event (Turner 2005). This means the agent’s choice in moving from one location is
independent from where the last location visited was. (2005) outlines the probability assignment
process through a transition matrix similar to that shown in Figure 21.
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5.1.2 Through Vision and DABM:
As described by Turner (2007d), the aggregated movement pattern that evolves from
thousands of iterations of agents traveling through an open floor plan can be calculated by the
summation of LoS that pass through a node in building system. In other words, adding the
number of times a location within the plan is crossed by a ray casted in every direction is the
through vision measure and translatable results of DABM. This is because agents in DABM
work off randomly selecting LoS ranked by a scaled probability of their length and angle.
Forming Markov chains, the system reaches a limiting state called a stationary distribution that
states the expected change of visits to each location is unlikely to change as the number of
iterations reach infinity.
In addition to the summation of intersection between LoS and 𝑣𝑖 each LoS is weighted by

the angle between the locations of origin to the location 𝑣𝑖 . This is done using the same process
that guides the agents in DABM, by weighting the lines by length and angle away from the
longest line of sight. Since these measures never change ThV values can be an accurate
approximation of how DABM results.
As mentioned earlier and as reported in (J. M. Wiener and G. Franz 2005) not only do
people prefer the longest lines of sight but route choice is also influenced by looking at a
particular “bin” of visual information. By accounting for qualities of visual information like

saliency as perceived by the human visual system I can add to the otherwise geometric quantities
that currently influence DABM. The advantage of this to landmark saliency models discussed in
section 3.1 is the use of relative landmark identification based on dissimilarity in global visual
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information. This means the attention “grabbing” factors in an environment influence the mind
and behaviors of agents as they naturally interact with space.

Figure 20 Ranked Field of View Regions

5.2 When There Is A Fork In The Road, Take It.
In order to take into account visual saliency, as it pertains to plausible cognitive-schemata
for exploration wayfinding, I can implement this conceptual model two different ways. The first
is altering the DABM procedures to pull information from linked image files, run the GBVS, and
accordingly adjust route choice based on LoS, angularity and salient features in the environment.
This option would be much more difficult to do in practice due to interoperability issues and the
difficulty of understanding the code of Depthmap. A second option is to weight the ThV values
according to the same visual saliency information as it is distributed throughout space. This route
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has an added benefit of bridging the divide of translating results on 𝐵𝑣 to 𝐵𝑚 where paths of
movement may not exist, but lines of sight are available.

5.2.1 Weighting Visual Bins by Saliency
Altering the DABM program according to the spatial distribution of visually salient
information within a field of view is the most direct means of integrating the perceptual model to
DABM in order to simulate wayfinding exploration. To do so, I will use a combination of the
following parameters to determine a probability value of route “preference”: (1) line of sight
distance, (2) angular distance from the longest line of sight, and (3) a weighting function with
salient information that can be seen in each "bin" of vision.
The imagery gathered for the GBVS processing step in section 4.4.2 is as agents calculate
360º isovists to determine their next move. Saliency maps of the place currently occupied would
be used to alter their preferences. Currently, the DABM does not account for the quality of
information available in any particular location. The 360º saliency map can be partitioned into
the same bins as done by the agents in DABM (see Figure 20). Using the columns of the saliency
map, I can compute a composite score for saliency on a horizontal line along the boundary
layers. The sum of the composite score can then act as a parameter to alter the probability values
of an agent’s route preference. Each time an agent visited a new visual neighborhood, or place
within the plan, new visual saliency information will be used in weighting the movement choices
of the agent. This should provide a simulation of exploration wayfinding according to a plausible
cognitive schema and by adding perceptual information to DABM.
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5.2.2 Spatial Interaction Model for Through Vision and Visual Saliency
The second option considered in implementing this perceptual model is to alter the ThV
map from 𝐺𝑣. I propose the use of a potential spatial interaction function to account for visual
saliency. Using ThV values of 𝑉(𝐺𝑣), I can change the distribution of potential movement

values according to “interaction” with attraction points attributed by a scaled visual saliency
score. These attractor points fall on the boundary graph 𝐺𝑏𝑚 that is the union set between 𝐺𝑣 and
𝐺𝑚. The boundary graph 𝐺𝑏𝑚 , is a subgraph of 𝐺𝑣 created earlier in section 4.4, where only the

nodes that fall along the edges of 𝐵𝑚 are included. The nodes in 𝐺𝑏𝑚 are present in movement
graph 𝐺𝑚 and linked as a transportation network with corresponding network paths between
them. This mutual relationship between nodes in 𝐺𝑏𝑚 is useful because it captures how the

lattices used to replicate permeability are real positions within the building that can be occupied
by an embodied agent observing their environment. Network distances can be used to determine
available routes between locations in the space with the endpoints of the LoS being attracting
locations. Shortest path functions on a network can replicate would incur according to this move
(Yun and Y. O. Kim 2007). I can include the angularity analysis proposed in (R. C. Dalton 2003;
Turner 2001a; N. Dalton 2005) by taking into account the changes in direction from a start
location 𝑣𝑖 to an end destination 𝑣𝑗 on Gm and with consideration to distances along the

“straightest and shortest path”. Distance has been a well explored spatial-behavior relationship in
geography as noted from earlier discussions about past paradigms in the discipline (e.g., Claeson
1968). Decay functions have also been applied to the space syntax methods and graph
representations of architectural space in the design and planning sciences (e.g., M. Salheen 2003;
Michael Batty 2004b; Mohamed Salheen and Forsyth 2001).
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The primary benefit to this second approach of including visual saliency is access to
network distances between visual stimulus and the environmental affordance associated with
moving to another location by an exploring wayfinder. There is an obvious difference between
seeing a location and being able to directly travel to it. Despite how attention grabbing, directly
ahead of us, and on our longest line of sight salient attractors might be, it is not necessarily the
path of movement. “Solving” the path from ones current location to another visible location can
be considered another parameter of our cognitive schema. Reasoning a path from origin location
𝑂 to the prettier destination location 𝐷 would afford an individual something to get there that

DABM does not account for but fits to the descriptions of wayfinding by (Tolman 1948; Arthur
and Passini 1992b) as spatial problem solving. This affordance is likely a negative "cost" as it
requires more cognitive and physical effort in determining a possible route by requiring multiple
changes in direction so a distance decay function seems to be mathematically appropriate. By
using a potential spatial interaction model developed by (Rodrigue 2013, 168) to transform the
distribution of ThV values on Gm according to the “pull” of salient locations, the “push” of one’s
current location and the “cost” of taking the most cognitively ergonomic path between these
locations. In the next section, I detail how the spatial interaction model (SIM) works and has
been used. Then I will demonstrate how to apply SIM on 𝐺𝑚 according to the ThV output of
DABM, control values calculated on 𝐺𝑣, and saliency measures from GBVS at locations on
𝐺𝑏𝑚 .

5.2.2.1 From Gravity Decay to Spatial Interaction
Jean Paul Rodrigue (2013, 168) defines spatial interaction as "a realized movement of
people, freight or information between an origin and a destination. It is a transport demand/
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supply relationship expressed over a geographical space." The basic assumption concerning
many spatial interaction models is that flows of people or information "...are a function of the
attributes of the locations of origin, the attributes of the locations of destination and the friction
of distance between the concerned origins and the destinations." (ibid 2013, 166). According to
(Rodrigue 2013, 167), three are three general types of spatial interaction models, but only two of
them are directly relevant to these purposes, which include:
1) Gravity model: Measures interactions between all the possible location pairs.
2) Potential model: Measures interactions between specific locations and every other
location.
An elementary form of a gravity model can be defined as the following:

𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝑘

𝑃𝑣𝑖 𝑃𝑣𝑗
𝑑𝑣𝑖𝑗

𝑃𝑣𝑖 and 𝑃𝑣𝑗 : are the importance values of the location of origin
(node 𝑣𝑖) and the location of destination(node 𝑣𝑗).
𝑑𝑣𝑖𝑗 : is the network distance between the location of origin and
then location of destination.
𝑘: is a proportionality constant related to the rate of the event
that will be the scaled visual saliency composite.(Rodrigue
2013, 167–168)

Instead of calculating a constant gravity decay function across all places within 𝐺𝑚 from

saliency scores of locations within the building, I suggest a potential model of spatial interaction
that can be expressed mathematically as:

𝑇𝑖𝑗 =

𝜆 ∝
𝑃𝑣𝑖
𝑃𝑣𝑗
𝛽

𝑑𝑣𝑖𝑗

𝑃𝑣𝑖 and 𝑃𝑣𝑗 refer to the variables previously discussed.
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𝛽 (beta) = a parameter of friction related to the efficiency of the transport
system between two locations.
𝜆 (lambda) = potential to generate movements (emissiveness)
𝛼 (alpha) = potential to attract movements (attractiveness) (Rodrigue 2013,
167–168)

In this potential model, I can utilize several values calculated and stored in the EVA as they
relate from a current location G(vi) to specific other locations V(Gm) instead of globally altering
the through vision calculations.

Using two graphs, Gm and Gv, I can take the ThV values from the visibility graph Gv
and discount their values by the available pathways of movement from one location to another.
To do this I adapted the traditional gravity distance decay function, with the additional
parameters of 𝜆 (lambda) and 𝛼 (alpha). These are the “push” and “pull” values of how much

another location “grabs” our attention versus how much effort I would have to put forth in going
to that particular location. The lambda value acts like a “pushing” force, while the alpha acts as
the “pulling” force of another location. Lambda is the connectivity value 𝑘𝑖 from formula in

section 4.3.2. of the location that transformed into a standard score. I choose connectivity as the
emissiveness value of the current node because a well-connected location (values closer to 1)
will provide easier pathway choices than less connected locations. Furthermore, (Kalff et al.
2010) reported that people in shopping stores would take pathways from one location to another
following well-connected routes. The alpha value, or attractiveness value of the seen location, is
the scaled visual saliency value calculated by column summation of saliency maps from the
GBVS model over the control value of a boundary node in 𝐺𝑏𝑚 . The 𝑃𝑣𝑖 and 𝑃𝑣𝑗 “importance”

values of the current and destination nodes are the through vision values from the visibility graph

Gv. Finally, the distance from 𝑃𝑣𝑖 and 𝑃𝑣𝑗 is calculated using an available path on the network
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graph Gm using the A* (a-star) shortest path (astar_path — NetworkX 1.7 documentation 2013)
search algorithm from the Python module Networkx (Overview — NetworkX 2013). The A-star
uses a heuristic function to determine the shortest path from point 𝑃𝑣𝑖 to point 𝑃𝑣𝑗 . Typically this
heuristic accounts for one-way roads or travel times in road networks, but for a wayfinder it can
account for the preference of taking the least number of turns along the shortest path possible in
Gm. The number of turns will be added and then divided by the total number of nodes traveled
(giving a percentage from 0 to 1) that will act as the β parameter friction of network distance. By
taking the total number of turns in a path as a percentage of total syntactic steps, I can discount
situations of long paths that are straight ahead with no turns to a cost of 0. I can also account for
relatively short paths that are characterized by many turns of direction to cost a significant
amount to the agent. This will replicate the angular analysis implemented in the DABM and
simulate the results found by (Ruth Conroy-Dalton 2001; Turner 2009b).

Figure 21 Transition Matrix
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Referring to Figure 21 a “straightest-shortest path” would mean that a move from point
(x,y) would be most preferred to location (2). Moving on the path to get from origin (O) at (x,y)
to some destination (D) would require an initial cost if the line of sight connecting them was not
also a path of movement. Each turn in direction would be a cost of 1 with each movement from
node to node would cost 0 if the nest step is straight ahead. Figure 22 shows an A-star heuristic
of least-turns for the shortest path from an origin to a destination location.

Figure 22 Straightest Path A* (A-Star path) Algorithm Example
The alpha, lambda, and beta parameters in the spatial interaction model have different impacts of
the interaction displacement of the described SIM. For automobile transportation networks, these
parameters are described in the following way by (Rodrigue 2013, 169):
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“For instance, the relationship between distance and spatial
interactions will change according to the beta exponent. If is high
(higher than 0.5), the friction of distance will be much more
important (steep decline of spatial interactions) than with a low
value of beta (e.g. 0.25). A beta of 0 means that distance has no
effects and that interactions remain the same whatever the distance
concerned. Alpha and lambda exponents have the same effect on
the interaction level. For a value of 1, there is a linear relationship
between population (or any attribute of weight) and the level of
interactions. Any value higher than 1 implies an exponential
growth of the interaction level as population grows. Often, a value
of 1 is given to the parameters, and then they are progressively
altered until the estimated results are similar to observed results.”

Figure 23 shows the relationship between hypothetical beta, alpha, and lambda inputs. By using
the potential model with input nodes from the boundary graph 𝐺𝑏𝑚 and possible destination

nodes all other locations within 𝐺𝑚 I can account for the visual interaction between two locations
according to least costly paths of movement.

Figure 23 Beta, Alpha, and Lambda Parameter Impact
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As mentioned earlier I will use the straightest and shortest path possible to act as the divisor in
the potential interaction model. The distance will be the number of steps required to take in order
to get from one point to another 20. Beta acts as the amount of friction in traveling a distance and
is defined mathematically like so:

𝛽=

𝑇
𝑑𝑖𝑗

Where, T, is the total number of turns or changes in direction that is divided by the total number
of steps dij .
The alpha parameter is the attraction or pulling force from location vj, that will be the
saliency value from the column summation of the saliency map at that location multiplied by the
visual control of that node, ᴄ𝑖 , in visibility graph Gv . The scaled saliency value will be is defined
mathematically in the following equation:

𝑆𝑆𝑗 = 𝑆𝑗 ∗ ᴄ𝑗

The column summation of a saliency map at a particular node in the building is defined as 𝑆𝑖𝑗 ,

where S , denotes the entire saliency map; SSj is the scaled saliency score at location vj and SS is
the entire dataset of scaled saliency scores. Visual control, ᴄ𝑗 , at the same location and as is

also calculated on the visibility graph Gv. Depending on the size of the input image, the column

summation could be large (maximum pixel value of 255). In order to provide a range of values
that will have the desired impact on the spatial interaction model I adjust the S values, to be

20

This value has a metric distance as well that is the number of steps or traveled edges multiplied
by the cell resolution of the original grid of the graph.
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measures of the standard deviations away from the average saliency value. Using the standard
score equation to normalize the scaled saliency values I will obtain the desired range of values
for alpha inputs. In order to use the standard score function I must calculate the average
(mean), 𝑠, for S and the standard deviation, 𝜎. Using the value of SSj , I subtract the mean, 𝑠, of Sj

and divide by the standard deviation as follows:

∝𝑗 =

𝑆𝑆𝑗 − 𝑠
𝜎

In the above equation,∝𝑗 denotes the alpha value for a particular location vj.
A similar process is done for the lambda value of connectivity from the movement graph
Gm, As calculated in section 4.3, each location in Gm will have a connectivity value that indicates
the number of immediately connected neighbors. These values will be the “pushing”
emissiveness value in the SIM. The maximum number for connectivity in Gm is the total number
of nodes N with one degree of freedom (since this graph does not contain ‘loops’ or selfconnected nodes). Using the same notation for connectivity, ki, as in section 4.3.2 I will again use
the average connectivity value, 𝑘, and the standard deviation, 𝜎, in the standard score equation to
normalize the lambda values on a range of sigma distance from the average.

𝑘𝑖 − 𝑘
𝜆𝑖 =
𝜎

To summarize, I am using perceptual information along with the configurational arrangements of
visible locations as they could be used in a plausible cognitive schema for wayfinding
exploration through a SIM. In this way, I can include and hierarchically organize information
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from the world to alter the choices DABM agents might have made in route selection. Since the
ThV map is an approximation of DABM and I am not directly changing the cognitive
preferences of an agent exploring space – this method is not an agent-based model. Rather this
approach is a conceptual mathematical model to simulate exploration wayfinding with the
following parameters: 𝜆𝑖 is the emissiveness value for location vi in the movement graph Gm. A

final point to make regarding the spatial interaction model is that the alpha values are the visual
attractiveness, which is calculated from the visibility graph Gv. The distance, beta values
(angularity), and the lambda inputs are all calculated from the movement graph Gm.
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6. RESULTS OF THE WAYFINDING MODEL(S)

6.1 Depthmap’s Agent Based Modeling of Natural Movement Output
As mentioned in chapter 5, Depthmap’s ABM software provides a means of calculating a
gate-map of potential natural movement patterns. Figure 24 shows the results from DABM using
the input parameters of: 1,000 steps, 50 agents, with a choice of direction change every 3
syntactic steps. These are also the default settings in Depthmap 10, which demonstrated the
strongest correlation values with observed movement in the Tate Museum, in London (Turner
and Penn 2007; R. C. Dalton et al. 2012; Michael Batty et al. 1998).

Figure 24 Depthmap Agent Based Model Output
Through vision is the sum of all intersecting sight lines of a building plan and according
to (Turner 2005) and (Turner 2007d) is the equivalent of the agent based output as discussed in
section 5.1.2. Using the same floor plan as in chapter 4 and 5 here is the “clipped” movement
graph locations from visibility graph through vision values:
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Figure 25 Through Vision Output

6.2 GBVS, 3D Model, and Landmarks
To clarify the effect visual saliency will have on the model I will use a 3D environment
that is uniformly white and absent of features with the exception of purposefully placed
“landmarks”. Figure 25 shows the input image for a hypothetical landmark in an otherwise
similar environment. Using the lines of sight and angle away from the longest line of sight will
again be the primary cognitive schema used by DABM, until the “landmark” becomes visible
and a gradual “attraction” will corresponding to higher saliency values in the region surrounding
the “landmark”.
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Figure 26 Landmark for Visual Saliency Weighting

6.2.1 Visual Saliency of a Pepper
Running the landmark image through the GBVS program, I get the saliency map that will
be summed by column (being a location on the boundary graph). “Figure 27” shows the saliency
map and a heat map overlay of where the salient portions of the input image are located.
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Figure 27 Saliency Map for Input Landmark

Standardized composite saliency scores are shown in Figure 28:

Figure 28 Standardized Saliency Scores
To show how this landmark is located in a hypothetical environment I placed the pepper on a
random room wall within the building plan used as the base for chapters 4 and 5:
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Figure 29 Landmark Placement
After placing the image at a particular location in the plan and calculating its saliency
values, I scale them by visual control and append the standardized scaled scores on Gbm.

6.2.2 Scaled Visual Saliency Scores
Figure 30 shows the location of the boundary graph and values along the wall of a
landmark are exaggerated 21 and extruded according to their control values. Figure 31 shows a
less exaggerated extrusion with the landmark placed accordingly on the wall of the hypothetical
environment.

21

We use the control value times a multiplier to make the height of the boundary nodes higher
for visualization purposes.
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Figure 30 Visual Control Values on Boundary Graph

Figure 31 Visual Control and Landmark Placement
Using the wall as a plot, I show how the control values and saliency scores are compared
along the boundary graph in Figure 32. Scaling the scores as described in chapter 4 and
standardizing them again Figure 33 shows the resultant scaled visual saliency values.
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Figure 32 Overlay Visual Saliency and Control Values

Figure 33 Scaled Visual Saliency Values
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6.3 Altered Route Choice with Scaled Visual Saliency Scores
As discussed in chapter 5 I used the visual saliency values to change the probability of
route selection (choosing the longest line of sight with each other line of sight discounted by the
angle away) and ran the simulation with the same input parameters as stated in section 6.2.

Figure 34 Altering Agent Route Choice Output
The agents responded to the additional visual stimulus by visiting the nodes that could see the
landmark. As shown in Figure 34 the visits to the nodes directly in front of the pepper and the
pathways between the adjacent rooms sharing windows were visited more frequently than in the
results shown in Figure 24.
Furthermore, these results correspond to Gibson’s theory of natural interaction
with ones environment as reviewed in chapter 2. Repeating the quote from section 2.5 Gibson
(1978) states:
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“When no constraints are put on the visual system, I look around,
walk up to something interesting and move around it so as to see it
from all sides, and go from one vista to another. That is natural
vision...” p. 1
Perceptual information guides real-time actions, and movements generate new perceptual
information for planning the next action (Franchak et al. 2011). Using the GBVS saliency map as
attractors for route preference altered the locomoting direction of the agents to concentrate
around the only visual information within the environment (Cerf et al. 2009; Allen and K. C.
Kirasic 2003; Kitazawa and Fujiyama 2010; Yuille and Kersten 2006).

6.4 Spatial Interaction Model and Through Vision
Using the through vision results in Figure 25 and applying the formula from section
5.2.2.1 I used the input boundary graph as destination possibilities Pj (only the one wall
containing the landmark had values). This in turn altered the distribution of through vision values
to account for network straightest path distance and connectivity of Pi. Since the through vision
values can be large most of the influence from the lambda, alpha, and beta parameters are only
seen in pathways directly connecting to the boundary node to the main corridor and represent the
changes of flow in potential movement patterns. This also demonstrates how the presence of
visual information in a building can stimulate natural interaction in a particular location even
without being directly connected to each other.
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Figure 35 Spatial Interaction and Through Vision Output
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7. INTERPRETATION
Wayfinding as discussed already is not only a process of navigation that entails the
physical movement from one location to another. It is also the act of perceiving, understanding,
and in some ways creating spatial relationships within the mind regarding the world around us.
Following the theoretical framework offered in Chapter 2 and expanded throughout the previous
sections, this model a perceptual model that basis human decisions and movement patterns from
a plausible cognitive schema that simulates processes of natural interaction with the
environment. This is an experiential process were by putting the mind not just directly in the
world, but also within a body that is situated within a particular environment or context. The
ability of the model to gather data from the world and use it as information in the mind provides
a stepping stone to make reasonable inferences toward the creation of place. In the following
chapter I present how this model is a model of simulating movement patterns in naïve indoor
environments with practical benefits to architects, planners, and alike, but it also provides a
platform to discover the nuances of our experiences of places through the lens of phenomenology
and humanistic perspectives of our existence.

7.1 Potential Patterns and Flows of Movement
The output dataset from this model is a representation of aggregate movement likelihood
under conditions of unaided, unfamiliar, exploration wayfinding for indoor environments. Just as
reported in (Turner 2007d) DABM was successful in reproducing human-pedestrian behavior.
This model added visual perception to alter preferences and form a plausible cognitive schema
for exploration wayfinding. Instead of being, simple zombie-like agents that follow rule-sets of
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spatial configuration this model gives agents sight and “informs” directed their movement based
on salient features in the environment. The fixation or “grabbing” of human visual attention has
been strongly correlated to ultimate route choice in wayfinding studies like (J. M. Wiener et al.
2011). To replicate how people might focus their attention within these indoor environments I
used realistic images that replicate everything visible to an agent at a particular place. These
realistic views of the environment were used as saliency maps indicating potential attention
fixation points that are shown to replicate gaze behavior of humans (Harel et al. 2007). Using the
saliency map, I then refined the Depthmap agent’s rules by weighting an exosomatic visual
architecture that guides their decisions.
While the model does not attempt to interpret meanings of what the agents observe it
does follow a cognitively plausible model for natural interaction with naïve environments. This
kind of information can be beneficial to the architectural and engineering design fields;
providing insights on the use and efficiency of their plans. Furthermore, hazard planning and
management preparation can use this model to analyze effective emergency exit plans, possible
congregation areas of people unfamiliar with environment, and risk areas of high congestion and
evacuations bottlenecks. This would help determining wayfinding aide systems for architectural
space (Arthur and Passini 1992b)
By taking the situated and embodied perspective of spatial behavior I can extend the
interpretation of the model to additional aspects of human existence, experience, and the
construction of place through quantifiable methods (R. B. Johnson and Onwuegbuzie 2004;
Sandelowski 1986; Omery 1983). By using syntactic techniques to decompose environments into
experiential and discrete units of space, I can make inferences from grounded data. This data can
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be used to determine insights on the use and feelings as elementary ingredients for the creation of
a “sense of place”(Hillier 2005). Places, versus spaces, are those ambient and subjective feelings
and beliefs a person experiences in their environment that transform the container of measured
spatial scales into purely qualitative regions of being and essence of meaning (Yacobi 2002).
The separation of space and place is two different conceptual meanings for the same
objective spatial units. The concepts of space vs. place have roots that predate the Roman
Empire and reach back to Aristotle and Plato. Genius Loci, is a term that has survived in classical
Roman Religion texts and tablets, which described a “spirit of place”(Loukaki 1997). Found in
archaeological records adorning several hundred markers of ancient cities throughout the empire,
these plaques were often allegorical scenes of deities and sacred objects that signified the
religious sects and beliefs of people inhabiting that city. Acting as almost a billboard to
wayfinding travelers visiting these city, genius loci, were information panels to inform others
about the qualities or perceived qualities about these places that were unique to the experience of
that location (Bidwell and Browning 2010; Eriksén 2002; Loukaki 1997). In contemporary
usage, genius loci usually refers to a particular location's distinctive atmosphere or a sense of
place in architectural studies that is a consideration actively given in design practices of the built
environment (Bidwell and Browning 2010). Kevin Lynch (1981, 13–32) defines this sense of
place as “the extent to which a person can recognize or recall a place as being distinct from other
places—as having a vivid, or unique, or at least a particular, character of its own”. While this
model does not seek out genius loci or places directly there are aspects of place that are
experienced through a combination of the mind, senses, and configuration that can be identified
through this perceptual model. In the following section, I outline briefly the theories of
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phenomenology and relate these to potential human movement patterns and the structuralist
tenets of space syntax theories to suggest an alternative use of the proposed model that goes
beyond plausible movement patterns and flows.

7.2 Phenomenology
Phenomenology is the philosophical study of the structures of subjective experience and
consciousness. Introduced in the 20th century by Edmund Husserl (1927) expanded by keythinkers like Martin Heidegger, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, and many others, phenomenology has
been intrinsically tied to consciousness, experience, and the world as a part of human existence.
This philosophical approach was adapted in geography and called the humanistic approach.
Humanistic geography splintered from the behavioral perspective during the 1970s with
arguments for focus on the use and meaning of space by people (Daniels 1985; Pocock 1981;
Ley 1981). A prominent figure of this humanistic perspective within geography is Yi-Fu Tuan,
whom extensively studied the human condition as it pertains to our existence in temporal and
spatial contexts (Tuan 2003, 1990, 1979). In his seminal work “Space and place: the Perspective
of Experience” (1977), Tuan explains how he feels vision can create the experience of space and
the form places:
“Place can be defined in a variety of ways. Among them is this:
place is whatever stable object catches our attention. As we look at
a panoramic scene, our eyes pause at points of interest. Each pause
is time enough to create an image of place that looms large
momentarily in our view. The pause may be of such short duration
and the interest so fleeting that we may not be fully aware of
having focused on any particular object; we believe we have
simply been looking at the general scene. Nonetheless these pauses
have occurred. It is not possible to look at a scene in general; our
eyes keep searching for points of rest. We may be deliberately
searching for a landmark, or a feature on the horizon may be so
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prominent that it compels attention. As we gaze and admire a
famous mountain peak on the horizon, it looms so large in our
consciousness that the picture we take of it with a camera is likely
to disappoint us, revealing a midget where we would expect to find
a giant.” pg. 161
The points where behavioral geographers and the humanistic perspective diverge seem to
be the kinds of methods used by “scientists” to determine locations of place. The issue was
commonly one of seeing “objective” units of space as misrepresenting the at times irrational or
subjective experience of space (Mahon and Caramazza 2008; Newman 1973). “Scientists thus
appear to have a certain power: they can create a place by pointing their official fingers at one
body of water rather than another”(Tuan 1979, 169). Although behavioral geography may have
been seen as a perpetuation of the quantitative revolution in geography (Barnes 2004), the
techniques, capabilities, and understanding of how the mind works has radically progressed over
the past half-century (Argent and Walmsley 2009). Daniel Dennett gives the example of
arguments on how science has taken color out of the mind and reduced it to something that is
beyond the actual experience of human existence and seeing color:
“The common wisdom is that modern science has removed the
color from the physical world, replacing it with colorless
electromagnetic radiation of various wavelengths, bouncing off
surfaces that variably reflect and absorb that radiation. It may look
as if the color is out there, but it isn't. It's in here. It seems to
follow that what is "in here" is both necessarily conscious
(otherwise it isn't all the way "in") and necessarily "qualitative"
(otherwise color would be utterly missing in the world). This
reasoning is confused. What science has actually shown us is just
that the light-reflecting properties of objects cause creatures to go
into various discriminative states, underlying a host of innate
dispositions and learned habits of varying complexity. And what
are their properties? Here we can indeed play Locke's card a
second time: these discriminative states of observers' brains have
various "primary" properties (their mechanistic properties due to
their connections, the excitation states of their elements, etc.), and
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in virtue of these primary properties, they have various secondary,
merely dispositional properties. In human creatures with language,
for instance, these discriminative states often eventually dispose
the creatures to express verbal judgments alluding to the "color" of
various things. The semantics of these statements makes it clear
what colors supposedly are: reflective properties of the surfaces of
objects, or of transparent volumes (the pink ice cube, the shaft of
limelight). And that is just what colors are in fact--though saying
just which reflective properties they are is tricky.” (Dennett 1991a)

Furthermore, perceptual models such as this are designed from empirical observations regarding
spatial behavior and cognition that while it reduces objects in the world to measurements of
saliency and preferences to probabilities of choice it is merely a scientific reflection on primary
properties governing wayfinding behavior.
In the information age, spatial sciences are no longer dictated by brash assumption on
how all people operate but plausibly design simulations according to disaggregated observations
and making minimal assumptions that are based from evidentiary justifications (Couclelis 2009;
Henrich and Boyd 2002; Clifford 2008). Technology and increased computational power aides in
the “scientist’s” ability to account for and consider a seemingly endless number of variables and
parameters. Stochastic systems and computational social sciences have already been
acknowledged as being an important direction of academic research (Torrens 2010). A model, as
the one I designed in this paper, can provide understandings of direct-experience as it occurs to a
“person-in-the-world”.
In Being and Time (2008), Martin Heidegger argued that perspectives in philosophy and
psychology reduce a person’s relationship with the world to either an idealist or realist
perspective (Seamon 2000). David Seamon (2000), a leading place scholar at Kansas State
University describes these two understandings:
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“In an idealist view, the world is a function of a person who acts
on the world through consciousness and, therefore, actively knows
and shapes his or her world. In contrast, a realist view sees the
person as a function of the world in that the world acts on the
person and he or she reacts. Heidegger claimed that both
perspectives are out of touch with the nature of human life because
they assume a separation and directional relationship between
person and world that does not exist in the world of actual lived
experience. Instead, Heidegger argued that people do not exist
apart from the world but, rather, are intimately caught up in and
immersed. There is, in other words, an ‘undissolvable unity’
between people and world”

It is this immersed union between the mind and the world that the cognitive perspective of
geographic knowledge attempts to replicate; an understanding of how people experience space
(Copeta 1986). Using inductive methods and perspectives that are based from "methods that take
the researcher into and close to the real world so that the results and findings are `grounded' in
the empirical world" (Patton 1990, 69). Instead of following the traditional spatial cognition
approach of the mind being a black-box, the ecological “embodied and situated” perspective
follows what Husserl would interpret as essential structures and basic categories of human
experience rather than subjective cognitive processes (Husserl 1960, 1975)
Since “the focus across the social sciences is on phenomena, the things or experiences, as
people experience those things or experiences,”(Seamon 1982) it is reasonable to claim that
simulating cognitive perspectives on experiencing the world could give valuable insights on
these phenomena (M. Anderson et al. 2012). Using the idea of place as the human experience of
spatial contexts, this model provides direct insights into how a person may plausibly interact
with their environment through natural vision. While the model I designed may not directly
make inferences about the meaning of place, the patterns of movement can indicate likely places
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based on interaction between people and their spatial environment. Models allow for a much
more standardized and thorough investigation on the things and events, which occur in specific
locations by providing a means to replicate the phenomenon. The “guiding force” in this model
of exploration wayfinding is visual experience – information from the world become places
determined by the mind in a body.
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CONCLUSION

8.1 Summary
Current perceptual models of human spatial behavior and agent based simulations of
movement patterns are coarse attempts of recreating the way people interact with their
environments. Further complicating the topic of modeling human wayfinding behavior is the
conceptual complexity of disparate theoretical and methodological approaches. This thesis offers
preliminary steps to integrating contending perspectives of human spatial behavior and provides
a conceptually grounded computational model that improves upon existing efforts. Being not
only a valuable asset in plausibly simulating human movement in unknown indoor spaces, this
model can also give insights to the use of space with greater levels of insight on sense of place
construction.
In chapter 2 of this paper, I provide the reader a preliminary definition and brief history
for the term wayfinding. After establishing a footing in the subject at hand, I dive deeper into the
conceptual underpinnings of wayfinding as a keystone action for geography and spatial cognition
research. In order to model human spatial behavior of any kind, including wayfinding, a
theoretical framework must act as the “blue-print” for a corresponding methodological approach
and model design. I explore the philosophical discrepancies between the traditional spatial
cognition approach and an approach based on the situated embodied mind. In order to resolve the
metaphysical and epistemological arguments that have been debated over the past few decades I
follow a hierarchal cognitive schema. Using a formal taxonomy offered by (J. M. Wiener et al.
2009), I formally define the elements of exploration wayfinding and the required information in
order to perform that particular task. Using an empirical cognitive perspective to geographic
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knowledge I utilize ecological psychology theories of direct perception as the driving force of the
efforts to form a plausible cognitive schema.
Several elements that factor in exploration wayfinding behavior and past techniques in
modeling are reviewed in chapter 3. Imperative to wayfinding is the role landmarks play in
spatial memory formation and route choice. Saliency is the term attributed to the “grabbing”
effect of landmarks that has also been approached from various theoretical and methodological
perspectives. In order to capture these unique characteristics of landmarks and account for the
“grabbing” human attention, I offer a computer vision approach that attempts to replicate human
gaze behavior. This gaze behavior identifies saliency through dissimilarity in images of spatial
surroundings and has been shown to predict attention fixation points, which in turn positively
correlates to route selection (Marigold and Patla 2007; Robertshaw and Wilkie 2008; J. M.
Wiener et al. 2011). This provides advantages over past means of calculating landmark saliency
on two fronts. The first is that I avoid ontological discussions on landmarks as “objects in the
world” that can vary in form and function given specific environmental contexts. Second, I can
identify not just objects, but regions and visual relationships of the environment that appeal to
the human eye and effect wayfinding navigation through an entirely computational “bottom-up”
approach.
Following landmarks and saliency I review, several “graph” approaches to representing
space and how they can be used to capture both ambulatory and cognitively relevant aspects of
architectural space. Expanding on graph representations of space, I introduce the theories and
techniques of space syntax as a popular research program that has been used to explore factors of
mobility, cognition, and social interaction within the built environment. Concluding chapter 3, I
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provide information on current modeling projects and resources available for such tasks. I finish
the review with two case examples that demonstrate disconnect between theoretical approaches
to spatial cognition and behavior.
The methodology for my model is separated into two primary stages: preprocessing and
implementation. Chapter 4 covers preprocessing steps required before this model can be
deployed. In addition to covering the necessary steps, I outline the different measures and datastructures used as input parameters. The required data for the model are two boundary layers that
are representative of free movement and visual access (described in section 4.2). These boundary
layers act as templates for the creation of network graphs (movement and visibility graphs) that
are regularly spaced and densely connected representations of visual and movement accessibility
within a building. Using several space syntax measures (section 4.2 -4.3), I create a third graph
that is the union of visibility and movement graphs, called a boundary graph. The final graph is a
place graph based on “binning” visual neighborhoods (regions of the floor plan where similar
information can be seen from) into areas that share common experiential qualities of visual
perception. As an improvement over traditional place graphs, I use these regions to determine
effective locations to gather data about visual saliency. In section 4.4, I formally introduce the
saliency detection program used by my model and describe how I can use isovist fields as
“picture frames” in order to maintain high levels of fidelity in simulating the human experience
of space.
Chapter 5 is the implementation portion of the conceptual model. Building on the
Depthmap ABM, I propose two different routes to take in implementing this model. The first
way is to improve the “choices” that the agents make in the DABM by accounting for a scaled
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visual saliency score (column summation over visual control for the endpoint of each line of
sight). The values of visual saliency are calibrated by the amount that a location is likely to be
seen within the plan. Using this I alter the spatial preferences (probability of choice) of an agent
taking a certain direction for their next step. These preferences are based on the longest line of
sight, angular distance away from the longest line of sight, and visual saliency of the observed
destination.
This method still presents a problem where a line of sight (desired travel path) is not the
same path of free movement within an environment. In order to correct this issue, I propose the
adoption of a potential spatial interaction model that will redistribute the agent-based model
output (the measure being called Through Vision) according to network distance and angularity
from the agent’s current location to their desired destination. Preference is given to the shortest
path with the least amount of turns and this acts a decay function for the “pushing” value of the
agent’s current location by a “pulling” attraction of their desired location. The attraction value
(alpha) is the scaled and normalized (standard score) value of visual saliency, where the
emissiveness force is the connectivity value (how many direct links) of the origin location.
I present the results of the original Depthmap model alongside the results of the model
for comparison in chapter 6. Following in chapter 7, I offer a means of interpreting the results
from this model. While it is obvious that the output of the model is intended to be a simulation of
human movement flows in unfamiliar indoor environments, broaden the applications for a
model such as the one presented in this paper. To do this I relate the model design to the
philosophy of phenomenology. Phenomenology is the theory of space the looks at the
experiential aspects of space according the human existence and urges for a humanistic “sense of
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place” perspective to architectural lifeworlds (the activities, meanings, and feelings about a
spatial location). Aided by the theoretical approach that has led to the development of space
syntax techniques, I suggest that the results of the model provide insightful information on the
creation of place. Since this model uses visual perception and the natural flows of spatial
configuration, I can provide insights on the social meaning of space, which is a methodological
improvement to phenomenological research techniques.
As a final output of the model, a lattice graph of the floor plan, created to according to
movement permeability, is attributed with likely "use" values or potential movement patterns.
The additional parameters of visual saliency, as well as correcting for the differences between
visibility graphs to available paths of movement in section 5.2.2 conform to a realistic graph
representation of architectural space and a robust exosomatic visual architecture.

8.2 Contributions
The research presented in this thesis offers contributions to both theoretical and
methodological approaches to environment-behavior studies. The most obvious of these is the
improvements to computational perceptual model for simulating wayfinding behavior in
unknown indoor space. Using empirical findings from relevant literature, I design a plausible
cognitive schema that provides the assumptions and parameters of the model. In order to
accomplish this I had to close the gap between the traditional spatial cognition perspective and
the embodied cognition perspective. I primarily account for this by adding notions of salience in
the environment that are perceived by a person and “ranked” according to plausible perceptual
filters.
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Following with the contribution of saliency I use a novel approach in determining and
accounting for landmarks through the graph based visual saliency model designed by (Harel et
al. 2007). This bottom-up model uses images of the environment and identifies objects that
attract human attention. This saliency detection program is an effective means circumventing the
issues of formulating a formal ontology for landmarks as they can exist in every form.
I also offer an improvement on the “place-graph” as reviewed in section 3.3. Typically,
rooms or arbitrary regions act as discrete units on a place graph representations of space. Using a
dense visibility graph of the environment I determine visual neighborhoods in which similar
visual information can be observed. Since visual perception is the most prevalent sensory
stimulus in able-bodied people, the creation of places seems intuitively visual neighborhoods of
similar visual information.

Figure 36 Major Contributions to Spatial Behavior and Modeling Techniques

8.3 Future Work
The proposed model is designed to simulate a very specific kind of wayfinding task and
incorporates the essential bits of geographic knowledge necessary in replicating this behavior. I
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offer a means to build upon existing agent-based modeling software in Depthmap (Depthmap
n.d.), but through several preprocessing and implementation steps that are required outside the
capabilities of this program. Furthermore, I offer two different means of implementing the model
with one, which offers easier implementation, while the other provides a more accurate insight
on how people may actually interact with their environment. To exacerbate this disconnect from
the simulation to actually being a “person-in-the-world” I do not take into account meaning of
the visual information being perceived by the agents. While I improve upon the current ruledictated “zombie” agents’ characteristic of existing models, I fail to give them all of the senses
humans would use to navigate through their environment. In addition, they are incapable of
remembering their environment. In the following sections, I detail some future ways to improve
upon the model.

8.3.1 Compile to One Platform: Gamifying Environment-Behavior Studies
Possibly the most significant improvement upon the model would be to compile each of
the preprocessing and processing steps (chapters 4 and 5) into a single programming language,
module, or software platform. The workflow as it currently stands uses several different
programs and functions written in different programming languages. Unity 3D (Unity 3D 2013),
or something similar like Blender (blender.org - Home n.d.), seems to be a promising inclusive
software platform to perform nearly every step of the proposed model. The combined 3D
modeling and game-engine platforms offer convenient graphical user interfaces (GUI),
prepackaged extensions for a variety of geometric and mathematic operations, as well as ports to
popular programming languages like Python and C#. In addition to implementing the model
proposed in this thesis, these platforms could offer a means for validating the results through
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human participant experimentation. Offering player controls and through the aides of immersion
controls that simulate affordance (Michon et al. 2006) people could navigate photo-realistic
models of indoor spaces and be tracked with extreme precision in real-time. These experiments
could also be crowd-sourced with both Unity and Blender being capable of providing multiplatform (Linux, Windows, Web, Mobile, and Mac) deployment options. This can allow for
large and representative samples to be collected to validate a model that is otherwise difficult to
achieve in laboratory settings.

8.3.2 Point Cloud Data Structure

Figure 37 Close-up of Mesh Structure
Point clouds are large three-dimensional representations of spatial environments.
Terrestrial laser scanning has become a popular technique for scientific and engineering research
due to their robustness and high-level of accuracy (Lemmens 2011). Taking the point cloud from
a 3D laser scanner, one can create a triangulated mesh model. This high-resolution graph
representation of space is similar to the data-structures used in this model.
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Figure 38 Example Point Cloud and Mesh. Data from (Stevens 2012).
Each node in this mesh is attributed not only with a precise (x,y,z) location, but also with color
information that act in the same way as a pixel in an image. Just as I captured visual information
from panoramic images, I can calculate saliency directly from the point cloud.

Figure 39 Point Cloud Segmentation Visibility vs. Movement
Nearly all of the preprocessing and processing steps described above work off a network
data structure and one of the serious downfalls of the proposed methodology is the transition
between various data formats and structures. The use of meshed point cloud, captured from a
laser scanner, could provide an extremely effective data-structure to contain nearly all the
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information needed by the model. Each step could be easily adapted to a 3D graph representation
and calculations performed in 3D space could better account for visual and movement access.
Using the 3D contours of the environment could also provide powerful feature extraction
techniques for landmark saliency identification. Since human vision is stereo, or capable of
perceiving depth, a 3D model better represents how distance might affect the identification of
features, or 3D objects, within the building.

8.3.3 Spatial Memory
Learning one’s environment is an innate process that is absent from both previous and
this model for spatial behavior. As a person moves through an environment, the building layout
transitions from unfamiliar to familiar, known locations can then also influence spatial behavior
preferences. Path integration (dead reckoning or taking short cuts) is a commonly observed route
selection choice (Loomis et al. 1999; J. M. Wiener et al. 2010), that could significantly alter the
movement patterns within a certain context. Significant amounts of research have been dedicated
to understanding the processes of learning ones environment and using the empirical findings of
these studies could provide a similar schema structure for modeling spatial memory (Golledge
1999a).
Since spatial memory in naïve environments is often topologically constructed (Hartley et
al. 2004), meaning locations are not stored in memory in metric but rather configurational
relationships, this model is poised with a data-structure to account for this process (H. A. Mallot
et al. 1997). Techniques from AI and information sciences can be used to simulate the
“remembering” and “forgetting”, as well as the inferences made from stored data that guides
route choice in simulations. Using saliency attributes of objects in the environment as well as
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graph entropy (Shannon 2001) a determination of how much and what parts of an environment
are likely “remembered” and forgotten can be accounted for during modeling spatial behavior.
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